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I.     INTRODUCTION 

The  Panagua   Project  is proposed   by   the Ministry of   Irrigation of  the 

mythical  country   of ^.alivia as part  of   a broad  scheme   for  the  development 

of water resources   in  the Western region  of   the country.    This  region   is 

characterized  by   an extreme dependence   upon  relatively  primitive  agricultural 

activities,  witii   a minimum of   industrial  deve lopment.     One  of   the  principal 

obstacles   to tne   economic and social  development of the  region   is  the  irregular 

distribution of  water.     Rainfall   in most  areas  is inadequate   for profitable 

cultivation.    However,   the water resource potential of   the  rivers  in   the region 

is  sufficient   to   irrigate a substantial   portion of  the  dry   land. 

The  Panap.ua  Project  itself   is   located  in  the province  of  Mendalva.     It  is 

designed   to direct water  from the Rio   Casqueva to irrigate  an  area  of  AU,OuO 

hectares   in the   Secotuan Valley.     The   predominant climate  in   this valley  is 

hot and dry, and   the vegetation   is  typical of  arid zones.     Due   to  the   lack of 

water,   there is   currently very  little   productive activity  in   the valley.     Given 

the requisite  irrigation, however,   the   soil  characteristics  would allow for 

very profitable   farming. 

The  project   involves the construction of a croup  of basic  works   for the 

storage,   conduction and distribution   of   the waters of   the Rio Casqueva.     It 

includes  provision for surface   flowoff,  drainage, and  service  roads,   as well 

as  the necessary  earth moving and   land   clearing in the  area,   which   is presently 

covered  by wild  vegetation.    The project also covers a number  of efforts  toward 

social betterment for  the inhabitants   of  the  area.    The number of people dedicated 

to farming activities  in the Secotuan  valley  is at the present  time  relatively 

small,  and it  is  insufficient to accomplish the goals of the  project.    Hence,  it 

is necessary to promote the settlement  of  the land area to be   irrigated,  and 
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to establish minimal  satisfactory environmental conditions  for  the  farmers of 

the  region.     The recommended social welfare programme is considered  ine i .pensable 

to  the achievement  of  complete success of   the proposed agricultural production 

programme. 

The PanaRua Project will be  administered and   operated by  the  Mendalvan 

Water Authority (M.W.A.),   a public  corporation  formed  in   I960 by  the Ministry 

of   Irrigation to promote   trie development   of w.it«r   resources in  the entire 

western region of   Galivia. 
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11.     ObJLClIVLS 

The Panagua  Project was desiemd with a vivy  to a  variety ol   nníectivtv. 

considered   important  by   the Galivian Government   in   iui.:inii   the  merit*   of 

alternative   investment procrarcmes.     'liiese  objectives   ine uitii-   tin   following: 

1.     lue   promotion  of   increased  economic  and   social   preuueti vi tv 

and   increased  consumption  of  IMJOUK ano   services. 

¿.     Tue  acceleration   of   tue   economic   and   social uev*> 1 ornent   cl   t'.c 

region  of  .iendalva   in  which  the.   project   is  carrieü   out. 

3.     The distribution   of  benefits   to   tb.e  greatest   number  of   inhabitants, 

and   in  particular  to the   small   farmers   of   the  area. 

I*,     Tne  generation   of   new  occupational  activities. 

b.     ine  promotion  of   better   housing  ami  sanitarv  conditions. 

0.     ¿ne  production  of   exportable  j'.oous anu   services,   ami   tue 

minimizing  of   imports. 



111.     'JAu.  lü^b'lRuCMUi»  OF  TUL PROJLCT  WORNS 

The  central  work   of   the  project   is   the  I'anagua dam which  will   be   constructed 

at   the  narrows   of   the  Rio  Cas<|ueya,   75  river   kilometers   from  the  sea.     The dam 

is  of   tue   earth-fill  tvpe,  with  a  height  of   40 meters,   a  length  of   2,/JO meters, 

and  a width  of   1U  meters   at   the   top and   17o meters  at   the hase.     The   total 

capacity  of   tne   reservoir  backed  up  bv   the dam will   be  b')7 million  cubic  meters. 

The  main  canal  of   ttie  system wilJ   conduct  water   fron the   reservoir   to 

the  Secotuan   valley.     This canal  will   have  a   length  of   3H  kilometers,   and 

will carry   the   full project discharge  of  30 cubic meters per second.     A 

pair of major   lateral canals will  then  branch  off  to delineate   the  southern 

and western  limits  of   irrigation of  the  region.     The distribution svstem 

includes a series  of small canals with a total  length of 2y5  kilometers. 

These  canals will be  trapezoidal  in cross  section,  and   lined with concrete 

throughout  their   length  in order to reduce conduction  loss.     The drainage 

system will have a  total  length of  383 kilometers,  and will  be  constructed 

by means  of  straightening and widening  the beds  of  the  streams which  cross  the 

Secotuan valley.     A road  system will service   the  irrigated region,   so that 

every  land  parcel will nave access to a  trunk  road.     The total   length of  the 

road  system will be 235 kilometers.     Finally,   substantial tracts of   land will 

have to be  cleared for  future  cultivation.     The   total   irrigable area of 

4U,U0ü hectares   includes most of  the best  quality soil  in the  Secotuan valley. 

In addition  to these  basic  habilitation works,   the project calls  for a 

variety of social improvement works.     It  is proposed to concentrate  the copulation 

benefited by the project in nine centers to be  constructed throughout the region 

to be irrigated.     One of these centers would  have  the public services required 

of an urban locality, and  the remaining eight would be formed as villages with 
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rural characteristics.    The urban center would  leciuire a  substantial  investment 

in ground  levelling,  access  roads,   street paviriR,  water pipine,   sewerage, 

electrification,  dwellings  and offices,   and  other municipal  facilities.     The 

eight villages are  not considered   to require  a heavy  investment   in urbanization. 

However,  provision  has been made   for  the construction of   functional and  hvnienic 

housing for  all of   the small farmers  to be settled   in  the  vallev,  as well as a 

series of basic utilities  including drinking water supply,  health centers, 

electrification and  school buildings. 

The  construction of   the project works  is expected   to be carried out 

within, a four-year period,  at a total cost of 4H4 billion pesetas.     In Table  1, 

the  capital costs  of  the project  are divided into their major  component elements, 

and distributed over the envisaged four-year construction period,     lable 2  further 

subdivides  the  capital cost of each component element   into a number of broad 

input categories.     It is assumed  that the percentage distribution of expenditures 

among resource categories   Jill remain roughly the same  for each vear of construction. 
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land 

IV.     THE AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMME 

A.     Land  Ownership 

The   land   area  relevant   to  the  project   includes  both   the   40,000  hectares 

to be   irrigated   in  the  Secotuan  valley,   and   the  o,b00  Hectares  whicn will  be 

covered   by   the  réservoir   created   by   the  dan,     The  current  distribution  of   if 

holdings   in   tue   total  4o,tìuO  hectares   is   highly  unbalanced.     As   un own   in  Table   3, 

over  S<U/„ of   the   farmers  Hold   less   than  half  ot   the   land,   and   less   than  2.-,.  of   the 

farmers hold   close   to <*\.)..  of   the  land. 

In  view   of   tue  government's   interest   in   spreading   tur   project   nene fits   to 

tue  greatest   possible  numner  ot   farmers,   the   land   tenure   recommended   for   the 

project   involves  a  substantial   degree   of   equalization   ol   aoldings.      i it-   following 

considérât ions were   observed   in  plann in;',   t.ie  distribution   oí   newlv   irrigates 

laiiu :      i)     All   of   tue   i armers  no»    loluing   l.inu   in   tm    area   to    >c   irri>ateu,   as 

well   as   these   aflccted  oy   the   construction   of   the  reservoir,   should   be 

furnished  witli  parcels  of   a  minimum  of    1!)  hectares   and   a maximum  of   'jo  hectares, 

in accordance  with   the  size   ot   their   present   lanaiio Id itvs.      ¿)     T.ie   remaining   land 

in  tue   irrigatile  area should   be withdrawn   from  tne   »resent   owners  and  distributed 

in   U  hectare   parcels  among   snail   landholders  now   li vin/   in   adjacent  regions. 

Tne  resulciuu  distribution   of   land  ownership   for  the   4o,uotj   néctares   to be 

irrigated  by   the  project   is  also  s.iowji   in  Table   3. 

H,     Crop  Diiitriiiution   ana  Production 

lîecause   of   tne   lack  of  water,   only   i(>0  of  the  40,1)00  hectares   of   land   to 

be   irrigated,   and   1,090  of   the  t>,M)U  hectares where   the  reservoir   is  to be 

located,   are   currently  under  cultivation.     All  of  the  cultivated   land   is   farmed 

onl\   bv season,  and  tiie  principal crops  are beans,  corn,   sesame and  sorghum.     The 

present   figures on crop distribution and  average annual  production  are shown  in 

the  first  part of Table  4. 



In  formulating a cropping  nattern  to take effect after   the  completion  of 

the  project  works,   tlie  planners   sought   to  balance  -  on   the   one   hand       tin- 

availability  of  water  and   the   regional   demand   for  different   crops  with  -  on  the 

other   naud   -   the  dual  objectives   of  max i ml z in«  overall  economic  benefit!:   and 

raisin»;  the   Jiving  standards   of   as  many  of   the   local   farmers   as  possible.     The 

resultili?,  crop distribution   i.s   riven   in   the  second  part   of   Table   4.     The  suggested 

distribution   is  adapted in  particular   to  the  predominance  of   small   holdings 

which  characterizes  the   future   nattern  of   lana   ownership.      It   is  assumed   that 

cultivation  will   Dec In   in   the   fifth  vear  of   the  project   -   Immediately after   the 

construction  of   the works   is  completed.     All  ot   the  crops  are   intended   for 

domestic  consumption with   the  exception  of   the   tomatoes,   which  are  destined   for 

export   to   the  United States. 

The   figure:;  on -jxpocted   future vie Ids,   nrices and  value  of outnut given  in 

Table  4  reflect   the situation which  is expected  to obtain after  the project  is 

in   full  swing and   the  farmers nave   fully mastered  the new  techniques  required 

for   cultivation.     It  is expected   that   these conditions will   prevail  only after 

an  initial   learning period  of  •>  years.     In the   first year  of   cultivation   (vear  5), 

yields are  anticipated to reach  only one half  of  thir ultimate   level.     In each 

of   the  following years,   yields  are projected  to rise by   10«   of   their ultimate 

level until the maximum is  readied bv year  10.     For the rest  of  the project  life, 

yields ar'   assumed  to remain at   this maximum. 

C.     Farmer Costs of  Production 

Table  A  brines out   clearly   the  increase  in yields  - as well as the new 

variety of agricultural  products  -  that will be made nossible  by  the use of 

irrigation water  in the SecoUfan valley.    At  the same  time,   the costs of  cultivation 

will necessarily  rise as more   farm equipment,  more material   inputs and more 

intensive   labour are required   for  the   irrigated  land.     The  unit  production cost  per 
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hectare  is shown for each crop - present and  future -  in Table 5.    This unit 

cost includes  all expenditures on labour, material input, depreciation or rental 

of equipment,   interest  on credit,  and also the  inputed value of  family  labour; 

it excludes  any charges made  for irrieation water or   for  land rent.     Table  b 

also lists -   for the  area devoted  to each cror» -  the  total cost of production, 

the total value of  the  produce  (from Table 4),   and   the  surplus  remaining after 

dedu>    ing cost   from value   of  output.     The  last  column  of   the   table  calculates 

the unit  surplus obtained   from each cron;   it will  be   observen   that   the  neu   crops 

introduceu with irrigation  «enerallv provide a much  lar«er surplus per  hectare 

than  tue  old   crops,  with  or without   irrigation. 

laüle  i)   presents   a   rou«n percentagewise  breaKdown   of   the   total   production 

coat   to   tue   1 armer   (exclusive  oí   irrigation   fees)   into   its  various  component 

elements,   as   projecteu   for   future   cultivation  on   tue   irrigateci   lana.     Infortunate 1 v, 

this   information was   not   available  on  a  cropwise   basis,   am'   aence  the   average 

figures  must   be  applied  to  all of   trie  crops  under consideration.     4'i.    of   rotai 

costs   represent  (unsk.il leu)   labour   inputs,   evaluated  at   the   «oin:; market  '.'a^e 

rate;   on  tire   average,   J/4  of   trie   lahour   is  provided   PV   the   fariniw   families' 

themselves.     Trie rema in in«  bo,¿ of   total  costs cover curre-it and  capital  material 

inputs,   as  well as  an   allowance   for   interest   on   a-ricultu \il  credit.     The 

provision of   iarm equipment,   anu   tue  extension   of   iiericul'.ura I  credit,   is   to  be 

undertaken   ¡>y   the Ministry  of  Agriculture, of   tue  Calivi:.!-.Central Government  as 

part   of   t'.e   overall   project.     The  cost   to  the   farmer  of   tire  enuinnent   represents 

a cliari-c  for   rental   of   «overnrr.ent~owr.ee!  machiner"  chicli   is  calculated   to rover 

amortization  with  interest  at a  rate   oí   CA..  over   the   useful   life  of  each  machine. 

Tue  I.,  allowance for   interest represents  payments made   to the  Ministrv  of 

Agriculture   for the  supply of credit   to  finance  approximately  jo,;  of   tie  cost 

of production,   for  an averace period  of six months each voar  at  the  same  interest 

rate  of  o/... 



Just as the fiRures on yields and production in Table 4 represent  the 

situation which is anticipated for year  10 - 5 years after the basic project 

works are  completed - so the  cost figures  of  Table 5  correspond  to the ultimate 

input  levels which will be  required for the  full yields.     In the first  few 

years,   inputs as well as yields are expected to be below their final  levels. 

For convenience,  the same adjustment is made with respect  to anticipated  costs 

„ to returns  for each crop  fro« year 5  to year 9:     5U%   in year 5, 6U% in year 

6, 705t  in year  7, etc. 
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V.     1Kb OPLRATION  OF  Tilt. PROJECT 

Once  ttie basic  project  works  are completed,   it will   be  the  responsibility 

of   the M.U.A.   to  operate, maintain and repair  the  works  over  their  expected 

useful life of  50 years.     Furthermore,   the Ministry of Agriculture  oí   the 

Galivian Central Government will  undertake  to provide   the   farm mactiinerv and 

equipment necessary   for  the  cultivation of  the newly  irrigated   land;   it will 

provide  for  the  financing of   the   crops from sowing   to harvest   time;   and   it 

will also provide  agricultural  extension services   in order  to help  to  introduce 

the   farmers  to the   required new methods of  cultivation. 

Table 7  presents  the expected  annual cost  of   operation,  maintenance  and 

repair of  the works,   as well as a breakdown of  this operatine cost  into  its 

major component  elements.     To help defray the oneratine costs,   as well as part 

of   the capital costs  of  the  project,   the cultivators will be required  to make 

annual payments   to  the M.W.A.   for   the use of  irrigation water at  a rate  of 

500 pesetas per  hectare.     (This payment  is not  included  as part  of   the  costs of 

cultivation  listed   in Tables  3  and  6.)     It will  be  observed from Table  5 that 

the average unit  surplus  for all of  the irrigated crops  is  1.7UÜ pesetas per 

hectare;  hence,   the   farmer has every  incentive  to make  profitable use  of the 

water,  and  there  can be no doubt  about his capacity to pay the   irrigation  fee. 

The requirements of machinery and equipment   for the agricultural programme 

were estimated at  an average  of   l,r)üü pesetas per  hectare,  or a  total  investment 

of  60 million pesetas.     Since  the   intensity of  cultivation - and   the  associated 

costà - are expected  to rise gradually from 50%   to  100%  of  their ultimate level 

during the  initial  years of   the  program,  the Ministry of Agriculture will 

undertake  to purchase   i<» million pesetas'  worth  of equipment  for  the   first year  (5) 

and add an extra 6 million pesetas'   worth in each of  the  five  subsequent years. 
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The average life of the equipment -  taking  Into account  the need Doth  for .spare 

parts and  for  complete  replacement -   Is estimated at approximately   10  years. 

Hence   the Ministry must expect an average  recurring expenditure  on  the equipment 

of 1U¿  of  its   total value each vear.     For simplicity of  calculation,   these 

replacement expenditures are  assumed   to berçin  in year   h) - as  sonn  as   the  complete 

stock  of  equipment is   uuilt   up  - and   to continue  at  a constant   rate   for   the 

duration of  the Project.    As  noted earlier,   the Ministry will charge  the 

farmers an annual rental fee   for the  equipment  used   at a rate which  will cover 

amortization with interest at  òi over  the average equipment   life  of   10 years, 

tvaluated as  a percentage  of   the  total costs  of  cultivation,   this   fee  amounts 

to the   15A shown in Table b. 

The  supnly of  credit   to   the   farriers   is   to  be   handled   in   the   same  wav as  the 

provision of  equipment,   except  that   there   is,   of   course,   no  problem  of   replacement 

or amortization.    Credit needs are  estimated   (from Table b)   at  a  rate  of  S Ì/. of 

the costs  of  production;   this  covers   the  cost   of   all   inputs   other   than   f.milv 

labour,  which  is assumed   to  require  no advance credit,  and   farm equipment, which 

is separately   financed.     From Table   5,   it will he  seen that   the   total  annual 

cost  of   cultivation of   the  AU.U'JO hectares  of  irrigated  land  amounts   to  58.2 

million pesetas of which 53-Ì.  equals   roughlv   30 million.     Since  credit   is needed 

for an  average period   of onlv six montns,   a  revolving  fund  of workinn  capital 

at a  level of   15 million pesetas would  be adequate  to finance  the  costs  of 

cultivation.      It  is  assumed   that   the   Ministry  of  Agriculture will  build  un  such a 

fund   in    line with the  credit needs  of  the   farmers.     7.5 million  pesetas  in vear 

5,  and  an additional   1.5 million in each subsequent  year until   the   final  level of 

15 million pesetas  is  reached  in year   1<\     The  farmers will   be  charged   interest 

at a  rate of  b7. on the  credit extended for » months;   this  is  roughly  equivalent   to 

an annual interest rate of  U%, which applied   to 53/. of total costs  -  results  in 

the  interest payments  of 2/.  shown in  Table b. 
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The provision of agricultural extension services  to the farmers of  the 

Secotuan valley will be made as  part  of  the country-wide extension   program 

administered by   the Ministry of  Agriculture.     It   is  estimated  that  during the 

first six years  of  cultivation -   fron, year 5  to year   10 - an  intensive educational 

effort will have  to be made to teach  the  farmers how best to cultivate the 

newly irrigated   land.    This effort will call  for  approximately one   extension 

worker for every  2Ü holding of  land,  or every  20« hectares.    As  a  result,  200 

extension workers will be needed   each year for  6 years,  at an average annual 

salary equivalent  to 15.Ü0Ü pesetas   in domestic currency, and  the   annual cost 

to  the Ministry  of Agriculture will amount to  3 million pesetas.     After the 

initial extension effort is completed, and yields  reach their expected maximum 

levels,  the need  for extension workers will be  correspondingly  reduced.    For 

the remaining years of the Project's useful life,   the Ministry plans to allocate 

only 60Ü.ÜÜ0 pesetas annually to cover the services  of a total  of  40 extension 

workers at an average rate of one  per  1,000 hectares.    The total  costs incurred 

by the Ministry of Agriculture,   in connection with  the operation  of the 

agricultural program of the Panagua Project, are presented in the  accompanying 

Table 8. 
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VI.     FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT 

The Panagua Project  involves directly two separate branches of the Galivlan 

Government:     the Mendalvan  Water Authority (M.W.A.)  under  the  Ministry of 

Irrigation,   and  the Ministry of Agriculture.     The M.W.A.   Incurs all of  the 

expenditures   in connection  with   the construction and  operation  of  the Project 

works,  and   it   receives  the   irrigation payments  made hv  the  farriers  for  the 

use of  ttie water provided.     The Ministry of Agriculture   incurs  the costs  of   the 

farm equipment,   agricultural  credit and   extension services made available  to  the 

farmers under   the agricultural program;   it receives  rental  nayments  for  the 

equipment  and   interest on  the  credit. 

In order   to finance   the  capitai  costs of   the  project,   the M.W.A. will   apply 

for   loans   from   the World   Bank and   from  the Calivian  Centra]   Government.     It   is 

proposed  that   the  foreign  exchange   component  of   tne   investment,   which amounts 

to  $14.3 million or   143 million  pesetas   at  the   official  exchange  rate,   be 

financed by  tne  World bank     and  t,tiat  the  remaining  341 million  pesetas be covered 

by  funds borrowed from the   Central Treasury.     The World  liank   loan  is  to be 

amortized over   a 20-year period   following completion  of  the  project works,  witli 

an effective  rate of  interest of   IX on  the due   balance.     The  Treasury will 

allow a  30-year   term for amortization,   with an   interest  rate  of  5'¿ on  the due 

balance.     In view of  the nature and objectives  of  the  Project,   it  is expected 

that both the  World Bank and   the  Treasury will  grant  a grace period during  the 

time  of  construction,  and  charge no interest until the new programme of agricultural 

production  is  underway. 

The operating costs of   the Project  are incurred by the M.W.A.  at an average 

annual rate of  4 million pesetas during  the period of operation of the Project 

works,  i.e.,   from years 5  to 54.     The repayment  of  the  construction loans  is made 
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Co the World Bank over the  20-year period   from yaar 51 through year 24,  and  to 

the Treasury over the 30-year period from year 5  to year  34.    Assumine that 

equal annual instalments are  to be paid over the  full  term of amortization  of 

each  loan,  the annual value  of  these payments can be calculated    from annuity 

tables as follows: 

WORLD BANK LOAN 

Ps.  143 million at  TA over 20 years 
- Ps.  143 million x 0.U944 annually 
• Ps.  13.5 million annually 

TREASURY LOAN 

Ps.  341 million at YA over  30 years 
- Ps.  341 million x 0.0651 annuailv 
» Ps.  22.2 million annually 

As against these annual payments,  the  M.W.A.   will  receive annual   irrigation 

fees  from the  farmers at a  rate of  MKJ pesetas per hectare,  or a total of 2d 

million pesetas per year. 

Table 9 shows   the gross  cash  payments  and receipts  of  the M.l» .A.   for eacti 

year of the  Panagua Project.     Imrinn the   first  four vears of  the Project,   the 

outlays on the construction  of   the works  are exactly matched bv  the   loans  from 

the  World bank and   the Central Treasury.     From years  5   to  J4,   the  loan repayment 

instalments and  tne  costs  of  operation of   the Project exceea  the receipts   from 

irrigation  fees,  so that  there  is  a net cash outflow  from  the M.W.A.     Durinn the 

laut  twenty years,   irrigation fees exceed operating costs and  the M.W.A. registers 

net profits. 
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A similar balance   sheet can be drawn  up   for the Ministry of Agriculture. 

The Ministry  incurs programme expend i turn's  as  snown  in Table   b, and  receives 

payments  for  the equipment  and agricultural  credit  from tiie   farmers.     These  payments 

were evaluated as a percentage of the  total  annual  farmer   costs of  cultivation 

(excluding  irrigation   fees)   at 15A and   2¿,   respectively.     Tims the  annual  rental 

receipts  for  the equipment  rise    from 4.3b   to 3.73 million   nesetas  from year  5  to 

year   10,  and   the corresponding   interest   receipts   for   the   credit rise   froir  0.3« 

to  1.16 million pesetas.      All of  the  cash   flows affecting   the Ministrv of 

Agriculture  are listed   for each year in  Table   lu.    There   is   a substantial 

net  cash outflow in year   3  - due to the  purchase of  farm equipment  - and   continued 

net outflows until vear   10,   after which  the  receipts   froir   farmers catch up 

with the annual outlays. 

While   tne M.W.A.   and   the Ministry  of Agriculture   incur   most of  the  costs of 

the Panagua Project,  the   farmers to be  settled   in the  irrigated area are  the 

chief beneficiaries.     Table   11 presents a cash  flow accounc   for the   farmers  as 

» group,  in  parallel to  Tables 'i and  10.     Farmer payments   include tne irrigation 

fees paid  to the M.W.A. ,   the  rental and   interest charges  paid   to the Ministry of 

Agriculture,  and the remaining costs of   cultivation   listed   in Table 0.    With  the 

exception of   the irrigation   fees, these  costs  are expected   to rise  in eoual   linear 

increments   from year 3   to  their maximum  level   in years   10  to   34.     Farmer 

receipts for  the sale of   their agricultural  output rise  in   the same manner,  and 

remain well   in excess  of   costs.    Thus  farmer  net profits  rise  from an annual  rate 

of  16.7 million pesetas   to  53.4 million pesetas uy year  10  of  the Project. 
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VII.     LVALUATION OF TUL   PRO.ILCT 

The   technical   feas> ibi li tv  of   the  Panatila  Project  has   been  assured   by 

Messrs.   Kamon y Roman,   S.A.,   the  enH.i:ieerin<>   firm  assigned  by  the  Ministry of 

Irrigation   to design   tiie   works;   their   report   appears  as  a   separate   technical 

supplement.     )l  remains   now  to consider  the  economic   feasibility   of   the  project 

in order   to evaluate   its   overall merit.     A  preliminary  evaluation was  carried 

out  bv  Sr.   Esteban  A.   Migrain,   oeputv  managing director  of   the  M.W.A.,   and was 

submitted   as part  of   the  Project   Report   to the Galivian  Central  Uudçet  liureau. 

Before   taking any  action,   the   Bureau decided  to  undertake   its  own analysis of 

the  Project,   and delegated   this   tasi,   to a  working   »-roup   under   i he direction of 

Dr.   T.   fcmilio lilancabeza,   a  senior   staff   economist.     After   studying the  report, 

Dr.   Blancabeza suggested   an  alternative  approach   to  the  evaluation of   the 

Project,   and  appended  his  comments   and   results   to  the   Report. 

A.     Sr.  NilKram's  Analysis 

It   is proposed  to  appraise  the economic  feasibility  and desirability of  the 

Panae.ua Project  by   comparing  total   benefits with  total costs,   and by examining 

the computed overall  benefit-cost   ratio   in  the  context  of  the Renerai  nature 

and objectives of  the   Project.     The  mat*   problems  are  to determine which are  the 

relevant   benefits and   costs,  and   to put  these  benefits  and  costs on a  comparable 

basis  so   that a mean i      ful  ratio can  be  computed. 

The  costs of   the   Project works  include capital costs  for  construction and 

current  costs Jor operation.    Although the  capital expenditures  are made during  the 

first  four years of   the  Project,   these costs are met entirely by the  loans from 

the World  Bank and  the   Central Treasury.     Hence,   from the point of view of the 

M.W.A.,   the costs are  the interest and amortization payments  that must be made 
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to repay these loans.  The time strear, of loan repayments, as well as the 

annual operating expenses Incurred by the M.W.A., thus represent the relevant 

costs of the Project works; they are distributed over years "> to b4 as shown in 

Table 9. 

The costs incurred by the Ministry of Apiculture for the accompanying 

agricultural program do not represent net costs tor the Proiect as a whole. 

The expenditures on farm equipment and working capital are paid back by the 

farmers on the terms noted in Section VI, and the navment of salaries to 

agricultural extension workers is not really a net drain on the Ministry budget 

since these workers are likely jjst to be transferred from elsewhere in the 

country.  In any case, the Panagua Project will be the responsibility of the 

M.W.A., and it is the benefits and co^ts as viewed by tue M.W.A. wnich are of 

interest for the evaluation of the Project. Whether the Ministry of Agriculture 

chooses to assist the farmers on the Project irrigated land Is a decision which 

is outside the scope of the M.W.A. and therefore of the Proiect itself. 

The economic benefits of the Project are measured by the value of the 

irrigation water which is provided by the Project.  It is recognized that the 

actual irrigation fees paid to the M.W.A. by the cultivators do not adequately 

reflect the value of the water, since even after paying their fees the cultivators 

will be substantially better off than before. To determine the real value 

of the water, it is proposed to compare the net surplus of the farmers under 

the currently prevailing crop system with their anticipated net surplus under 

the future crop plan for the affected area. The net surplus must be measured 

by subtracting from the value of agricultural production all costs other than 

fees for irrigation, so that the benefits directly attributable to the irrigation 

water may be isolated. This net surplus corresponds exactly to the concept of 

surplus defined in Table 5, and hence the figures from that table may be used 

in the calculation of the Project benefits. 
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From Table  5,  it will  l>e   observed  that   the  total  annual surplus of production 

value over  production cost  is   equal  to t>80,000 pesetas  at  present,   and  that   this 

surplus   is expected  10 rise   to  7J.4 million  pesetas after   the Project  is 

completed.     However,   this maximum  level  of   surplus will   not  be  attained until 

year   10;   in   the   first   five  vears  of  cultivation  -   from  vear  five   through  year 

nine   -   there will  be  shortfalls of   >i)',   40';,   "jn .,   ¿{),i   and   10'.,   respectively. 

Thus   the   corresponding  surplus   figures   rise   bv equal   linear  increments  of 

1. ik million  pesetas.from a   level   of   3Ó.7  million  pesetas   in vear   5  to  73.4  million 

pesetas   in  vear   10, 

Ine   time   flows  of   benefits and  costs   relevant   to  the  evaluation of   the 

Panagua   Project   may  now be   summarized   as   in   Table   12.      Benefits   are measured 

bv   the  difference  oetween   farmer surplus   before and   after   the  Project,   and 

costs   are   equal   to ttie  sum  ci   investment   loan  repayments   and  operatine, costs. 

The   Project   is   clearly verv   desarable,   because  only   in   vear  5 do   total   costs 

exceed   total   benefits;   from   vear <>  on,   benefits exceed   costs  by   increasing  margins. 

lo  compute   the  benefit-cost  ratio,   it   is  pronosed   to  calculate  tiie  equivalent 

annual  values   of   the  relevant   flows  shown   in  Table   12.      In  the  case  of   the   farmer 

surplus  prior  to  i  ¡igatior ,   and  tue  operating costs  of   tue Project,   there   is 

no problem,  since  the  annual   flows remain  constant  over   the  50-year period 

in question,     io account   for   the shortfall-,   fror, years   b  to  9   in   the   farmer 

surplus   after   irrigation,   the   following  correction   is   made  on   the   ultimate 

average  annua1   value  u     farmer  surplus   (73.4 million   pesetas): 

Total shortfall  =   (.5 +   .4 +  .J +  .2  +   .1)  x Ps.   73.4 m. 
=   1.5   x   Ps.   7 J. 4  m. 

Total   surplus over Project  useful   life 
-   (b0 -   1.5)   x Ps.   73.4 m. 

Average annual surplus « (50 - 1. >) / (50) x Ps. 73.4 m. 
- 0.^7 x Ps. 7 3.4 m. - Ps. 71.2 million 
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To convert the  loan repayments which are spread over 20 and  30 ytars  Into 

equivalent  annual payments over  50 vears,   the annual World  Bank payments are 

multiplied  by 20/50 and  the annual Treasury payments are multiplied  by  30/50, 

with  the  following results: 

Annual equivalent  World   Bank repayments = 2/5   (Ps.   13.5 m.) 
* Ps-, 5„.A m. 

Annual equivalent Treasury  repayments « 3/5   (Ps.   22.2m.) 
» Ps.   13.32 m. 

Using  the equivalent annualized   flows,   it  is  now possible  to compute  the 

overall benefit-cost  ratio as   follows: 

Farmer surplus with Project: Ps.   71.2U million 
Farmer surplus without Project:     -Bs.    0.68 million 

litfNH.FITS       Ps.   70.52 million 

World Bank loan  repayment: Ps.    5.40 million 
Treasury loan repayant: Ps.  13.32 million 
Operating costs: Ps.    k.00 milHcn 

COSTS        Ps.  22.72 million 

Ps.   70.52 m. 
BENEFIT/COST RATIO - D       .,„  7, -    3.1 Ps.   22.72 m.   

The benefit-cost  ratio for the Panagua Project  thus turns out to be 3.1, 

• high value which further attests  to the desirability of  the Project.    Apart 

from its immediate economic appeal,  the Project can be strongly recommended 

because of the many additional social and economic benefits which are not 

reflected  in the benefit-cost  ratio.    These extra benefits include - 

1)     the provision of profitable employment  to a great number of small 

farmers with limited  incomes; 
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2) the promotion of a better geographical distribution of population, 

as well as more diversified agricultural production, by settling 

an almost deserted area; 

3) the extension of basic social services to the people who will 

live in the Secotuan valley; 

4) the expansion of agricultural production, which will stimulate 

the overall rate of economic development in the province of Mendalva. 

For all these reasons, it is believed that the Panagua Project will 

make an important contribution both to the development of the national economy 

and to the welfare of the Galivian people. 

B.  Dr. Blancabeza's Analysis 

The analysis of Sr. Migrant appears to suffer from several serious defects, 

both on the procedural and on the conceptual level. As to procedure, Sr. Nilgram 

fails in his computations to recognize the role of time - the fact that benefits 

in early years fire more valuable than benefits in later years. The methods used 

to annualize benefits and costs in effect imply that all benefits and costs are o f 

equal value whether they occur in year 5 or year 54; exactly the same benefit- 

cost ratio would have been obtained by summing all of the flows over the fifty-year 

period.  To clear up the confusion caused by Sr. M Islam's insistence on 

computing equivalent annual values, it is recommended that a discount rate be 

introduced to reflect the general preference for present over future benefits. 

Using this rate, all benefits and costs should be discounted back to a given 

year, and the total value of benefits and costs as of that year should be compared 

for the purpose of evaluating the Project. 

The prob em then becomes to choose an appropriate rate of discount. 

It was first suggested that this rate should reflect the ability of the Government 
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to raise  funds  by borrowing,  and  that therefor?  the current market rate  of 

interest Of b%  on long-term Government bonds should  be used.     It wac   later 

countered,  however,  that  the.rate  of  return on investment   in  the privati   sector 

- estimated at   15/. - was  tne relevant   figure,  since  public sector  projects 

ought at   least   to meet private sector standards;    After considerable  discussion, 

a consensus was  finally  reached on a compromise   fipure  of   HJ-O . 

Using  this   rate,   each  of  the   five   time streams  shown  in  Table   12  can  DO 

discounted bacK  to year 0   (the present year)   to yield  tne   following  total present 

values: 

Farmer surplus with Project: Ps.   43b.U million 

-Farmer surplus without Project:     Ps.-    4,f> million 

BENEFITS    Ps.   431.A  million 

World Bank  loan  repayment:     Ps.     bi>,8 million 

Treasury   loan repayment: Ps.   136.7 million 

Operating costs: Ps.     27.1 million 

COSTS Ps.   269.6 million 

On this basis,   the benefit-cost ratio turns out  to be 

Ps.   431.4 m. = .   J.Q 
Ps.   269.6 m. '— 

which  is  substantially  less  than  the  figure determined bv Sr.  Xilgram.     The 

difference reflects  the  fact that   the  total value of benefits minus costs  (as 

shown in Table  12)   is   lower  in earlier than in  later years,   and  the earlier 

years are  the more important with a positive discount  rate. 

Apart  from Sr. Nilgram's procedural mistakes, his general approach  to the 

evaluation of  the Project  reflects  too limited  a conception of the national 

welfare.    Although - as deputy managing director of the M.W.A.  - he mav feel that 
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his  primary   responsibility   is   to   th.it   urbanization,   the   curimi t men t   of   public 

funds   to  investment   in  an   undertaking   suca as   the  Pann^ua  Project  calls   lor 

scrutiny   in   tue   1 ie,¡it   ot   tiie  national   responsibility   of   ttit*  Ga 1 ivianCenlra 1 

Government.     'ilius   the  expenditures  ot   tiie  Ministry ot   Agriculture  on  a  project 

under   tiie   authority   ot   the   -linistrv  ot    irrigation  cannot   be   dismissed  as 

irrelevant,   lor   they   too   represent   costs   to the   Galivian  Cove rument.     Furthermore, 

all of   die   costs   to   .ne    l.W.A.   must  he   examined   in  order   to  determine   to wuat 

extent   tney  correspon«.    to costs  at   the   Central   Government   level.     In accordance 

witn  these   principles,   several   further   ad jiistnents  are   required   for  an  adequate 

evaluation  of   the   Panai;ua  Project. 

First   of  all,   it   is   sungested  that   the  capital   costs  of   the  Project   be 

measured  by   the  actual  outlays   on  construction   rather  than  by   the   loan  repayments 

of   the   M.W-.A.     Whatever   the  obligations   oí   the   M.'.J.A.,   tiie  Central  Treasury 

will  be   required  to   find   funds   to pay   for   the   domestic  construction  costs   of  the 

Panagua Project   in years   1  to 4.    All  subsequent  loan  renavments  from the 

M.W.A.   to  tiie  Treasury simply  represent  accounting transfers   fram one agency of 

the Government  to another,  and   tnerefore no real  economic significance  can  be 

attacned  to tnem.     As   for   ttie  foreign exchance   component of   tiie construction costs, 

the issue   is  ..lore  complex.     If  ttie L'or Id  liank would  make   loans purely on   the 

merit  of  individual projects,   then  the   foreign exchange  costs  of  construction of 

the Panat;ua  Project would  properly be  equated with  the  required loan  repayments. 

But it   is   felt  that -  by and   large - an  informal quota  system applies  to  Bank 

lotnt  to Galivia,   so that  a similar  foreign exchange   loan could be expected for 

an alternative project   if - and  only  if - the  Panagna Project were withdrawn. 

Under  these  circumstances,   the Galivian Government  can count  on the availability 

of  this   foreign exchange   in years  1  to A,  and   the cost of using it  for the 

Panagua Project  should  be measured by  the  loss   involved  in not using it elsewhere. 
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A second  adjustment must  be made to include  the costs   incurred bv  the 

Ministry of Agriculture   in connection with   the  agricultural program of  the 

Project.     Thtse  costs  include  all of  the payments   listed   in Table   10.     In 

order to avoid double-counting,  it  is also necessary  to subtract  the  receipts 

from the   farmers for equipment and credit,   since  these  have been  included as 

farmer costs  in calculating  the  farmer surplus.     Just  as   the  irrigation   tees 

paid by  the   farmers  to the M.W.A.  represent   simply transfer payments  and  are 

not relevant   to  the evaluation of  the water  benefits,   so  the   rental   and   interest 

charges paid   to t,.e Ministry  of Agriculture   are  cash   transfers which do not 

necessarily measure  the  real costs of equipment  and  credit.    These  costs are 

properly measured by  the  original outlays  by   the Ministry;  these outlays are 

hence  to be  added  to the  costs of  construction and  operation of   the Project works, 

and  the   farmer payments must be netted out. 

On  the benefit side  of   the  ledger,  the  metuod   for  assessing  the value of 

the  irrigation water   is  accepted as proposed   by Sr.   ^ilgram.     It  is worth 

noting that   the value  of   tiie water - measureo  in this way  - clearly depends  upon 

the provision of agricultural assistance   from the Ministry of Agriculture,   and 

it is  therefore essential   to  include  the  costs of  this  assistance  in evaluating 

the Project  as a whole.     Apart  from the benefits  to  the   farmer  arising  from the 

sale of  agricultural output,   theie are  also additional  benefits due   to the 

housing and social services  provided by  the     social   improvement works'   of  the 

Project.     Since  the  costs   of  these works  are  charged  to the Project,   the corresponding 

benefits  should also  be   included.     It  is  estimated  that   the  annual value  of   these 

benefits -  realized   from year 5 through year 54 -  is  equal to  7% of  the   total 

capital  investment r,r  4U million pesetas,   which comes   to 2.8 million pesetas  per year. 

Taking into account all of these modifications,   the benefits and costs  of the 

Panagua Project may now be  summarized  as  in Table   13.     By comparison with Table  12, 
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total costs are now much more concentrated in the early years of the Project, 

and the excess of benefits over costs is higher in the later years.  It is no 

longer obvious that the Project is desirable - that will depend on the relative 

importance of the early vs. the later years, i.e., on the discount rate. 

Using tue discount rate of 1U'/, suggested above, each of the time streams 

shown in Table 13 can be converted to its present value in year 0 as follows: 

Farmer surplus with Project: Ps. 436.3 million 
-Farmer surplus without Project: Ps. - 4.6 million 
Housing & social services: Ps. 19.0 mi_ll_ion 

ULNEFITS Ps. 450.7 million 

Construction of Project works: Ps. 3oy.3 million 
Operation of Project works: Ps. 27.1 million 
Agricultural assistance: Ps. 77.9 million 

-Net of Farmer Payments: Ps. -58.b  million 

COSTS Ps. 415.5 million 

Tue öenefit-cost ratio is thus 

Ps. ^50.7      , Mk> 

PS.-4Í5T5  *  ^ 

whicn is lower than the earlier value of 1.60 largely because - at a discount rate 

of 1Ü& - it is more expensive to pay for construction outlays as they are incurred 

than  to  finance  them witn   loans at rates of  interest  of  5%  and  TL. 

While  the  benefit-cost  ratio is an  indicator of  the  relative margin of 

benefits over  costs,   it  tells nothing about  the absolute  size of  the gains 

from the Project.     It  is quite possible  that  a  larpe Project with a  low benefit- 

cost  ratio would provide greater net  benefits  than a small Project with a high 

benefit-cost  ratio,  so  that -  if the  two aie. mutually exclusive - the  first 

migtit be preferred.     Given  this ambiguity,   it is proposed  that attention be 

given also to the net präsent value  (PV)  of  the Project,  defined as the difference 
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between the present value of  benefits and costs.    Thus we derive 

PV - Ps.   450.7 m.   - Ps.   415.5 m. 

" Ps.   35.2 million 

from the figures which yielded a benefit-cost ratio of 1.08:     the Panagua Project 

results in a net Rain  to Galivia worth 35.2 million pesetas at  the  present  time. 

The benefit-cost  ratio of  1.08  is much  lower  than the  value  of  3.1  originally 

calculated by Sr. Nilgram;   it corresponds to a present value of net benefits of 

only 35.2 million pesetas,   as  compared with a total  commitment of   funds worth 

415.5 million pesetas.     These   figures suggest  that   tue Project makes only a 

marginal contribution  to the  economic welfare of the nation.    However,  in view 

of the significant social and  economic benefits which - as  observed bv Sr. 

Nilgratn - could not adequately be reflected in the  benefit-cost computations; 

the Panagua Project is still strongly recommended  for. approval. 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

Before proceeding  to the  social   beneiit-cost  analysis  of the   Panaeua  Project, 

it will  be useful to  comment   brieflv   on  the  evaluations  described   in  Part   Vii   of 

the  Project  Report.     The  initial  evaluation  made   by   Sr.   Nilo.ram was  criticized 

by  Or.   alancabeza,  who  suggested a  number  of   adjustments   and  presented   an 

alternative  evaluation.     Dr.   Ulancabeza correctly   pointed   out  that   the   Panama 

Project  snould  be evaluated   in  te.rus   of benefits  and   costs   to the   Galivi.in  nation 

as  a wiiole,   and he  properly   insisted   on  tue   recognition   of   society's preference 

for  present  over  future  gains.    While   Dr.   Illanrabeza's  analysis   represents a 

substantial  improvement over Sr.  silrram's  effort,   it still  mises manv 

problems which are not  satisfactorily solved. 

The  first  problem  relates  to  the  concept  of  national  welfare.     Unless 

planners are  given some notion about   the meaning  of  national welfare,   it   is of 

course  impossible  for   them to evaluate the  net contribution - benefits  minus 

costs  - oí any given  project   to this  national welfare.     The meaning ot   national 

welfare  is  generally   articulated   in   the  objectives   set  bv   the national   eovern- 

ment,  wnich  should   in  turn   reflect   the best   interests  of   the people   to  whom it 

is  responsible.    Some   of  the   principal objectives   of  the   Galivian  Government were 

set out in Part II  of   the Project   Report.     In addition  to promet inj» economic 

growth and higher consumption levels  of  the  countrv as  a whole,   the Government 

has  a special concern  for the economic development   of  the  Mendalvan  region,   for 

the  social welfare  of  the  innabitants of   that region,  and  for  the alleviation 

of balance of payments problems. 

In the evaluation made  by Dr.   Blancabeza,  explicit  consideration was. Riveu 

only   to overall economic benefits   and costs.    The  distribution  of   the  bertetits 

and  the costs,  the  social  implications of   the Project,   and its  effect  on tne 
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balance of  payments, were all omitted   from ttife calculations.    The importance  of 

these additional considerations,   however, emerges clearly  from tue recommendation 

made by Dr.   iilarcabeza.     In spite  of a very  low value   for  tiie benefit-cost   ratio, 

approval  of  the  Panagua Project was urged on the grounds  that  the Project 

contributed  significantly   to  the  economic and   social  development of  a   relatively 

poor region of   tne country.     Thus  the  numerical  benefit-cost  ratio calculated 

purely on   the basis of contributions  to  the overall   economic  growth  of Olivia 

proved  to  be  of   only limited   relevance,   and  was  ultimately  obscured  bv  other 

considerations.     In principle,   it would   clearlv be most  desirable  to give 

quantitative expression  to all  of  the   relevant  Government  objectives,   and   to 

incorporate   them into a generalized benefit-cost  analysis  for greater  usefulness 

in decision-making. 

A second  general problem  raised   in  the analysis  of  l)r.   Blancabeza concerns 

the evaluation of  resources   from a national  point  of  view.     Ur.  Blancabeza 

correctly  stressed that   the value of  a  resource should  De measured with  reference 

to the alternative possibilities  for   its use;   an  input  into a project  costs   tne 

economy whatever  benefits   it  would  have  enjoyed  by   usine  tnat   input  elsewhere. 

Thus Ur.   Blancabeza measured   the capital costs  of  the  Managua Project   in 

terms of   construction outlays   rather   than loan  repayments,  because  he   felt 

that the   relevant alternative   to usine,  the liank and  Covernment  Jeans   for   the 

Project  was not   the  liquidation cf  the  debt,   but   the   use of   the  same   funds   for 

other purposes. 

The   logic   of resource evaluation  according to opportunity cost   (value   in 

alternative use)   raises   furtner problems with which  Dr.    .lancabeza did  not  deal. 

It becomes necessary to evaluate eacn   input  -  as well  as  the  output   - of  a 

project  according to its  opportunity  cost,  and  to recognize  that  tne  onnortunitv 

cost may well differ from the  actual  market price  of  a product.    Such differences 
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can arise for  a variety of   reasons,   ine lud ins; the  imperfect   functioning  of  the 

market system,   the   inadequacy of even  a  perfectly  functionim: market system,   and 

the political   and   institutional constraints   which  prevent   the   trovernment   from 

correcting what   it  considers   tobe  a  misa 1 Ideation  of  resources.     hxamples  of 

market  price  deviations   from  true   (social)   opportunity cost   are   plentiful, 

particularly   in  relatively  undeveloped   economics.     If  the   national  currency  is 

pegged  at an   officially   fixeu  exchange  rate  witti   foreign  currencies,  and   if 

this  rate  is  maintained  tiy   import  and  export  controls,   then   it   is   very   likely 

that   tue opportunity   cost   of   foreicn  exchange  is  above  the   official  rate   of 

exchange.     If   there   is  a sicnifleant  degree   of  unemployment   in   the   country,   then 

the opportunity  cost   of unskilled   labour   mav well  be  ne low   the  market wage.     If 

the rate of  saving  and   investment   in   an  economy   is   lower   than   the   rate which   the 

nation as a whole would   judge optimal,   then   the opportunity  cost  of  investment 

is higher than would   be reflected  in market   prices. 

In all  oí   the  examples  mentioned,   the   relevant  opportunity  cost  is  a 

"social" cost   in the   sense  that it corresponds  to national   rather   than private 

or otherwise  more  limited  objectives,     ine   nroblem of evaluation  arises  because 

social  preferences  -  as articulated   in national objectives   - mav not be  properlv 

transmitted  by  the market system into the   pricing of Roods   and  services.     In 

such cases,   the evaluation  of projects   from a national point  of  view calls  for 

the adjustment  of market prices to reflect   the underlying  social  opportunity 

costs.    While   in practice  it  is r.-jt  possible   to adjust every price  involved  in 

the evaluation  of a project,   it is  important  to make corrections   in the  case of 

major and evident discrepancies.    Thus,   in  addition  to incorporating explicitly   the 

multiplicity  of government  objectives  into  benefit-cost analysis,   it is necessary 

on a tactical   level  to recognize that market prices may be   imperfect measuring 

rods,  and to correct   sucn prices wherever  possible  to reflect  the  relevant 

opportunity costs. 
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branches   of   the  (¡alivian   Government  -  the M.W.A.,   the   Ministry of Agriculture, 

etc.,   for   they  all  operate  under  .1 common budget.     Kach  of  the  iienefit  and 

cost   flows   t Mat   enter   into SC,   as  defined   in equation   ¿,  can  lie   identified 

witn  one   of   these   four   groups.      i he market value-   of   agricultural production 

(1)   accrues   to   F,   whether   the   croix, are   sold  on   the  market   or  retained  for 

home   consumition.     The  extra  value ot   forden   exchange  earned  by  tomato exports 

(p(l-F)   accrues   to (¡,   for   the   (¡alivian  (lovernrwnt   is   assumed   to pay   farmers 

for   their   foreign  exchange  earnings at   the official   exchange   rate,   and  therbv 

capture   for   its   own  use   the  excess value  of   the   foreign  exchange.     Tfie  benefits 

of   housing  and   social  services   (2)  are   gained   bv   F. 

6) 
Ihe   identification   ol   the   c,roup which pays   for  construction cysts depends 

upon   the   manner   in wtiicn   these   costs  ari    financed  -   in   particular,   from whom   the 

corresponding  resources   are  ultimately  diverted.      tf   the  construction  costs 

ot   the   Project   are  paia   out  ot   (.ovemiaent   revenues without any  corresponding 

receipts,   taen  (.   is   tuo   loser,      r owe ver,   if   the   Government   finances   tiie  cost 

of   construction   through   additional  taxation  or   borrowing,   tlien   the  holders  of 

taxed or  l)orrowetl   funds   are   tiie   losers.     In  the   case   of   the  Panagua Project,   i>art 

of   the   cost   is   fi    meed   bv  a  l'orli!  Hank   loan and   the   rest by   the Galivian 

Government.     It   has  been   assuned   tiiat   the  Hank   loan  would have  been  avallatile 

to   the  Government   in the   sane   terms  in  the abr.ence  of   the Parafai Project; 

hence,   it   is  G which pavs   for   the   foreign exclinnre   competent   (3-?),   whicli   it 

could  have   used  on ai:   alternative project.     In   addition  to  the market  value  of 

the   foreign exchange  componen! ,   f¡ also   loses  the   extra  opportunity cost 

represented by  ©O-F).      In  the  case of  the domestic  currency   funds provided out 

of   the Galivian budget,   it  is  assumed  that the  money   is  raised by general 

taxation   (or - equivalently -  that in  the absence of   the Panagua Project, 

taxes would have  been reduced).     The effect Is   that   resources  are diverted 
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away   from the  taxed public,   and the  construction cost components   (3-S), 

(3-D)   and  (3-D  are  paid  for  by T. 

The costs of operating   the Project works   (4),   and the costs  of  the   farm 

«quipment   (b-F)  and  working   capital   (ti-D)   provided   by the  Ministry of Agriculture, 

are  all paid   for by G;  and   the additional   opportunity costs due  to the   foreign 

exchange  components 0(4-F)   and     f (b-F)   are   also sustained   by   G.     In   the 

case  of the  agricultural extension  services   - whose  total  value  is measured by 

11 +   X    )   (b-S)  -   the   loss   is  borne  by  those   farmers  (F)   away  from whom   the 

extension workers are drawn  by the  Ministry   to be  assigned to the  Panagua 

Project.    The  costs  of agricultural production paid by the  cultivator?   (5),   as 

well as the value of  net agricultural  income   foregone (7),   are  losses  to   F. 

However,  the  evtfo.   opportunity cost  of  foreign exchange    <t (j-F)   is borne by 

G,  since the Galivia Government  is   in effect   subsidizing  the use  of  imported 

inputs  in agriculture  by making them available  to  the fanner at  the official 

exchange rate.     It  remains  only to consider   the   (negative)   costs  included  in 

SC which are  represented by   the unskilled   labor  premiums   \L (as  defined   in 

equation 2).     These  premiums  correspond to  the margin by which the  total 

Project wage bill  for unskilled  labor - including   farm labor - exceeds  the 

amount necessary to attract   the unskilled workers   to the Project,   i.e.,   their 

earnings in alternative employment plus the   costs  of transfer.    This margin 

corresponds exactly   to the net extra income  which   is received by   the unskilled 

labor on account of  the Project, so that    the   (negative)  costs    \ l(4-L)  +  (5-LH) + 

(6-L) ]  accrue  to L,  and the  remaining (negative)   costs     A  (5-L )   goes to 

farta labor belonging  to F. 

Although the cash transfer items  (8),   (9)  and   (10)  are not relevant   to the 

evaluation of aggregate benefits and costs,   they are very relevant to the 
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A few additional  issues - primarily on  the  tactical level - are  also raised 

by Dr.   Blancabeza.     What   is  the  appropriate  rate  of discount  to be used  in 

evaluating public projects?    And what   is  the  appropriate criterion:     the benefit- 

cost  ratio,  or   the  net   present  value  of   the   project?     These  questions   can  be 

answered   only   in   the  context  of   the  generalized  kind  of social  benefit-cost 

analysis  outlined   in  the  preceding paragraphs.     Provided  that   alternative 

opportunities  have  been  properly accounted   tor   in  terms  of   the  social   opportunity 

costs discussed   above,   the   rate  of discount   applied   in comparing contributions 

to  a given national  objective  at  different   points   in   time  should  reflect   the 

intertemporal   time  preferences  held  by   the   government   - as  proxv   for   the 

people   - with   respect   to  that   objective.     The   market   rate  of   interest,   or   the 

rate of   return  on   investment  in  the private  sector,  are not appropriate  in  this 

context,   tor  the   alternative  uses  of   investment   funds  are already  accounted   for  in 

the  estimation  of   the   opportunity cost   of   investment.     If,   in addition  to   the 

proper  use  of  social   opportunity  costs,   the  multiplicity of national   objectives 

arc  reflected   in  the  quantitive calculations,   it  behooves  the  government to 

undertake all   projects   for wnich tue net  present  value of  (social)   benefits   is 

positive,   irrespective   of  the  magnitude  of   the   benefit-cost  ratio. 

In conclusion,   it   is  apparent   that   a complete evaluation  of   the   Panagua 

Project  calls   for a detailed application  of   social benefit-cost analysis which 

goes well  beyond   the   effort  of   Dr.   Blancabeza.     The  principles  and  methodology 

of social benefit-co.M  analysis -  touched  on   in  the  preceding paragraphs  -  are 

explained at much  greater  length  in a separate  manual.    In the  following part 

of  this  report,   an illustrative analysis will be carried out to evaluate  the 

Panagua Project   from the social point of view. 

rtMMta 
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II.     OBJECTIVES 

The evaluation of  a project  according to social benefit-cost criteria 

begins with the explicit  statement  of  the  relevant social objectives.     With 

reference   to the Panagua Project,   a variety  of  Galivian government objectives 

were   listed  in Part   II   of  the  Project  Keport.      Vhese  objectives  may be   restated 

as   follows:     1)   increased aggregate consumption  -  the  raising of  the  average 

standard  of   living   in  lialivia as  a whole;   2)   redistribution of   income   to  the 

region  of  Mendalva -  the  promotion  of  regional  as  opposed   to national  economic 

welfare;   3)   redistribution of  income  to small   farmers -  the distribution of 

benefits   to the greatest number of beneficiarie i ;  4)   the provision of  new employment 

opportunities;   5)   the provision of basic  social welfare  facilities;   and 6)   the 

reduction of pressures  on  the balance  of  payments. 

The   first three  objectives  are clearly quite distinct,  and  the net 

contribution of  the Project   to each of   them must be separately assessed.     The 

last  three  objectives  may or may »not be  subsumed by the   first.     Thus  more 

employment  opportunities nay be desired primarily  for  the contribution  that a 

larger working  force could make  to national   income and  hence  to consumption.     Only 

if additional employment  is considered desirable  for its own sake should  it be 

regarded  as a separate  objective.     In the  case  of social welfare  facilities, 

a separate objective  is   involved only  if   the  government wishes   to give  more 

weight  to such  facilities   than would  the  Galivian people  in their  capacity as 

consumers.     Finally,  a separate objective  of   improvement  in the balance of 

payments  is justified  only if the government's  concern goes beyond the promotion 

of  aggregate consumption through an optimal policy of  foreign trade.     In all 

likelihood,  the last three items do not so much represent separable objectives 

as observations on the  inadequacy of market prices - the wage rate,   the price 
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oí social services,  and   the   foreign exchange  rate -  to reflect  true  social 

benefits and  costs with  respect   to the agrégate  consumption  objective.     Thus, 

in the  analysis  to follow,   explicit consideration will  be   limited  to the   first 

three  stated  objectives:     aprésate  consumption,   regional   (Mendalva)   redistribution, 

and  group  (small farmer)   redistribution. 

The  analysis proceeds  by evaluating separately  the net  contribution of 

the Panagua Project  to each  of  these  three objectives,  and  subsequently 

combining the contributions with weights reflecting  the  relative  importance 

attributed by  the Galivian Rovernment to each objective. 
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III.     BASIC DATA REQUIREMENTS 

The Information base  required for social benefit-cost analysis  is substantially 

greater  than for the cruder methods of evaluation used  in  the Panagua Project 

Report.     On the one hand,  more  detail is  required in  the description  of  the 

benefits and  ..osts of a project,  so that different  items  can be distinguished 

according  to  the contributions  that  they make  to different objectives,   and 

according  to the need   for adjustment  of market prices.     On the other hand, 

additional  information  is   required on the national  level  regarding the relative 

weights given  to alternative  objectives,  and regarding a number  of parameters 

used  in  the  adjustment  of market prices  to reflect  social opportunity costs. 

This   latter   information   is  common to the evaluation  of all projects,  and must 

be provided  from above  by  government  autliorities. 

A basic core of  essential  data on  the nroject   level was presented   in 

Tables   1-8 of  the Panagua Project  Report,  although much  of   the  detail was not 

used  in tiie earlier evaluations.     These data have been  recompiled and presented 

in a more useful  format   in  the  accompanying Tables   14  through  lö.    Table  14 

displays the costs of  construction of  the Project works,  divided according to 

year  and  type of input,  but summed over all of  the different elements  of tue 

works   listed  in Tables   1  and 2  of  the Project  Report.     Table   15  presents a 

parallel breakdown of  the  costs of operation and maintenance  of   the Project 

works;   these  costs are  assumed   to remain constant  throughout  the  useful life 

of  the Project.    Taules   lb  and  17  list  the  costs of  agricultural production 

borne  by  the cultivators  and by  the Ministry of Agriculture,   respectively,  and 

also  include yearwise  detail on input categories.     Farmer costs  - other than 

irrigation  fees - rise  in equal  linear increments  from one half  to their full 
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level  by  year  1U;   government costs show  a different   trend       Finally,   iaolt   lo 

Rives a similar picture of  tlie  time pattern of Project  benefits.     Agricultural 

production  rises with costs   from year  5   to year  10;   the   foregone benefits  of 

agricultural production prior to the Project ¿re  constant   throughout;   and   the 

annual value of housing and  social services also remains  in constant  proportion 

to the  corresponding  original  fixed  investment. 

In addition  to  the underlying figures described   in  the preceding Daratrronh, 

each   table  also  includes a  regrouping of   inputs and  outputs according  to the 

resource  category  to which each belongs.     A few of   the  benefit and   cost   flows 

do not correspond   to  real  resource  flows,   and  these  are separated  out as  cash 

transfers. 

in  the analysis  to follow,  it will  bt necessary  to distinguish  between 

imported  and domestically supplied material   inputs,   and  between different   types 

of  labor;   Lt will  also be necessary to distinguish export earnings   from domestic 

sales.     Thus  the  resource  categories, used   for grouping   the resource   flows 

are as  follows:     unskilled  labor,  skilled   labor,  domestic  inputs   (output) 

and   foreign exchange  inputs   (output).     Machinery and  parts,  iron and   steel, 

fuel,  chemical  fertilizers and pesticides  are all currently imported  into 

Galivia - and it will be assumed (for  convenience of  computation)   that  they 

continue  to be imported throughout the  life of the Project.    All other material 

imputs are produced domestically.    On the benefit side,   the  tomato crop  is 

exported and earns   foreign exchange, while all other crops are sold on  the 

domestic market.     Skilled laborers - engineers,  technicians, managers,  etc. - 

are already distinguished as such in the Project Report  tables.    For  the 

purpose of the analysis,  semi-skilled machinery operators,  and agricultural 

extension worked will also be classified as skilled  laborers.    The remaining 

labor inputs—including all farm laborers - are assumed to be unskilled. 
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Table   19  provides  a  comprehensive summary  of all  of   the   flows brought 

about by   the  Pana^ua Project wliich will  be   required   in   the   analysis  to   follow. 

The benefit   flows  are  measured  by  the sales  value  of  agricultural output,   and 

the  (imputed)   value of  housing and social services,  each  of  which corresponds 

to a real   benefit   to Calivin.      The  cost   flows   are  measured   by   the  outlays  on 

construction,  operation  and  cultivation which  correspond  directly to the use 

of resources.     Hence  land  compensation,   irrigation   fees  and  rental and   interest 

payments  are   listed separately  under cash  transfers.     Agricultural  income 

foregone  was   listed   in  Table   1«  as a negative   item  under  benefits,  but   it  may 

also be  considered  a proxy   for  the real cost  of   land  use,   and   it  is  thus 

listed  in  Table   19  as  a  positive   item under  costs.     The   value  of each  of   the 

principal   benefit   and  cost   flows   is  subdivided   - wherever  applicable  -  according 

to the shares attrioutable   to each of  the  resource  categories  distinguished 

in Tables   14  to  Id.     All  of   the  values  shown   in  Table   V)   -   like  the   figures 

in the earlier  tables - are  based on prevailing market  prices.     In the case  of 

imported   inputs and exported output,  the  peseta value   is  obtained bv applying 

the official exchange  rate   (1U pesetas  to a dollar)   to the   foreign currency 

involved. 

In addition  to the  project   level data summarized  in  Table  19,  values are 

required   for a set of  parameters wliich serve   to place   the  f'anagua Project   in  the 

national  context  in which  it must be evaluated.     These parameters will  be 

defined  as  they are  required  in the measurement  of benefits  and costs,   and   in 

the  reconciliation of  multiple  objectives,   durine  later  stap.es  of  the   analysis. 

The actual values of  the  parameters, which are  assumed  to apply  in the ('.alivian 

context,  will  then be  introduced as a basis   for   the   final numerical benefit-cost 

evaluation of  the Project. 
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1V.     ïlifc. AGÜRLGATE  CONSUMPTION  UbJrXTIVi: 

A consumption  benet it   is defined  ¿is  an  increase  in   tue   time   strean of 

consumption  possinilities  available   to  the  Deneficiary,   ana   a  consumption cost   is 

simply a corresponding decrease.     Thus when  an   individuili  receives a  net   increase 

of  earnings  of   ¡?luU,   his  consumption benefit   is  equivalent   to   ttie   value  of   the 

time stream of  consumption   flows   that he  may  purchase   for  Sluu.      If lie  spends 

all  of   the   money   on consumption   '^oods when  he   receives   it,   ttie   consumntion 

benefit  is  equal   to  $100.     if  ne   saves part   oí   tiiis  sum,   earns   a   return  on 

his  saving,   and   tnen spends   the.   augmented  remainder on  consumption  eoods   in  a 

later period,   the value  of   the  consumption benefit  is  the sum of   the value of 

his   immediate   consumption  expenditure  and   the  discounted  value   of   ¡lis   future 

consumption.     The   contribution   of  a  given  project   to tue  arrecate consumption 

objective   is  simply   the  unweighted   sum of  all   consumption  benefits   to  individuals 

(including   the  government   as   representative  of   tiie  community   of   individuals), 

minus  the unweighted sum of  all corresponding consumption costs. 

T'ae évaluation of  the net  aggregate  consumption benefits   of   the Panap,ua 

Project  is most clearly carried  out in successive stages of approximation. 

The  first - and most straightforward - step is  to assess  the  benefits and 

costs under  the  assumption that market prices adequately represent social 

opportunity costs  - and  hence,   the ultimate  consumntion benefits and costs 

involved.     On  this basis,   the consumption benefits of  the Project  include items 

(1)  and   (2)   in Table  19  and   tne  consumption costs  include  items   (3),   (4),   (5),   (ó) 

and (7). 

Items  (1)  and  (2)   correspond  wo real Rains  for tne Galivian economy as 

a whole,  which would not have come about  in the  absence of  the  Panama Project. 

Analogously,  items  (J>  through  (b)  represent payments  for resources that could 
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have  been used elsewhere - were it not  for  the Project - and which  therefore 

measure  the sacrifice  of consumption possibilities  that  the Galivian economy 

sustains because of  the Project.     Item (7)   measures directly the  consumption 

sacrifice involved  in giving  up the previously farmed  land   to new methods of 

cultivation.     The  last  three   items   (b)   to   (10)  oo not enter  into the  segregate 

consumption calculations,   for  they  represent   Rains  to one   nroup  of people 

which  are exactly offset by   losses  to others,  ¿nJ hence  have no net effect on 

the  aRgregate welfare. 

The market value  of net  aggregate  consumption benefits  in  .inv  given  vear 

of  the  Project may  thus be  defined as  follows: 

[1)     MC «  (1)  + (2)   -   (3)   -   (4)  -  (J)   -  (o)   -  (7) 

MC represents   the  first  approximation   to the net aggregate  consumption 

benefits of  the Panagua Project.     The second  approximation  involves  the 

adjustment of  the market prices of  specific  resources, wherever  these  Drices 

do not   reflect  the  real contribution of  the  resources  to  the aggregate  consumption 

objective -  i.e.,  their "social opportunity  cost".    As noted earlier,   such 

discrepancies can occur  for   a varietv of  reasons and  in a  variety  of ways. 

In the  evaluation of   the Panagua Project,   two major resources are  singled out 

for price adjustment:     foreign exchange  and unskilled   labor.   In addition,   it 

is observed  that agricultural extension workers contribute more   to national 

output   than  is measured by   their wage.     It   is tacitly assumeu  tnat  all  of  the 

remaining inputs and  outputs  of the Project  are correctly  priced  bv  the connetitive 

market mechanism -  i.e.,   that  thete  is no  rationing  (at  artificially  low prices) 

ot unemployment  (at  artificially high prices)  of any other  factors,  goods or 

services. 
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In  trte  case of   foreign etftftang«,   it   is noted  that heavy pressure  on   the 

Galivian  balance  of payments' has resulted  in strict quantitative  import  controls 

and export  subsidies   to maintain  the   dollar value of  the peseta.    As a  result,   it 

is  clear   to all concerned  that a dol Lar  of   foreign exchange  is worth substantially 

more   than   10 pesetas -  its value at   the   official exchange  rate.     Under   these 

circumstances,   it   is essential that  a  quantitative  assessment of   the social 

opportunity cost  of   foreign exchange   be  made  by  the   central  authorities   and 

used   to  price   foreign  exchange   in   the   evaluation  of  individuad  projects.     SUCH 

a calculation can  only   be  made on  the   basis  of  comprehensive  information  about 

the economy-wide demand   for imports  and  supply of exports,  present and   future, 

taking  into account   the nature of  the   overall development  strategy,   the  availability 

of   foreigw economic assistance,  and  world   trade prospects  in general.     It   is 

a difficult  calculation  to make - particularly  in view of  tne  likelihood   that 

the  social  opportunity cost of foreign  exchange will change over  time  -  but it 

is  important   for some  quantitative  estimate  to be made  so  long as  the  official 

rate appears •inappropriate.    In the  analysis to follow,   the opportunity cost of 

foreign exchange relative to its official market price will be denoted  by 

(1 + 3).     3  represents  the  foreign exchange premium, which  is currently positive 

in Galivia,  but may decline over  time. 

The case of unskilled labor in Galivia  is opposite   to tha'. of  foreign 

exchange;  where  foreign exchange  is  effectively  rationed at a price well below 

its  opportunity cost,   unskilled labor   is  often found  in surplus,   and   the market 

wage may well exceed  the opportunity  cost of employing additional workers.    The 

estimation  of the  opportunity cost  of  unskilled labor is more complex than  for 

foreign exchange,  since different  types  of  labor as well as  the extent  of 

regional  immobility of  labor must be   taken into account.     The relevant  opportunity 

cost of unskilled  labor for a given project will depend upon the nature  of 
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the work to be done,  the location of  the project and  the  location of the 

potential work  force.     To make an adequate assessment,   information  is  required 

both about the  project  itself and  about   the sunply of   labor in  the  relevant 

region,  and  in  the  country as a whole.     The opportunity  cost of unskilled 

labor - relative   to  the going market wacre - will  be denoted bv  (1 + A) •    A 

represents the unskilled  labor premium,   which is   likely  to be negative   in  the 

Mendalvan region and especially  insofar as  the  rurallv-oriented Panagua 

Project is concerned. 

Although skilled  laborers  in  penerai are assumed  to be  fully employed   in 

Galivia at wages  which reflect  their social opportunity cost,  acri cultural 

extension workers   in particular  are  regarded as  underpaid by the Ministry of 

Agriculture.     The  social value of   an extension worker is  measured by  the 

contribution his  services make  to aggregate consumption benefits  for Galivia, 

via improved agricultural production  techniques.     Since   there  is such a  Dressing 

need  in manv parts  of   the  country   for   farmer instruction,   the marginal extension 

worker is  in a position to contribute much more   than  the wage he commands.     In 

parallel witti  (f and   X »   A   is defined as   tiie social  premium on  the market 

wage of an agricultural extension worker;  \ is expected   to remain positive   in 

Galivia for a considerable period   of  time. 

It is now possible  to express   the  net aggregate  consumption benefits  of 

the Panagua Project  - after incorporating  the opportunity cost premiums   - as 

[2]     SC -  (1)  +f (1-F) + (2)  -  (3)   -V(3-L)  - ^ ( 3-F) 

-(A)   -X(A-L)   - (p(4-F)   -   (5)   - \(3-LF)   - 

X(5-LH)   -<p(5-F)   -  (6)   - \r(6-S)   -f(h-F)   -   (?) 

Rearranging the  terms, equation 2 may also be written as  follows: 

[2*]    SC - HC + ©F + XL +Xt 

[2a]    where  F -   (1-F)   -  (3-F)  -  (4-F)   -   (5-F)  -  (6-F) 

[2b] L - -i. J-L)  -  (4-L)  -  (5-LF)   -  (5-LH) 

[2cl E - -(b-S) 
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The  second approximation SC is  obtained  by adding three  terms to the  first 

approximation MC.     Ther  first   term corrects  MC  for   the  opportunity cost of 

foreign   exchange  bv  multiplying  the  net   foreign exchange   cotnnonent   F of  benefits 

and   costs   by   the   vpositive)   foreign  exchange   premium   ^> .      liie  second   term 

corrects   MC   for  the   opportunity cost   of  unskilled   labor  by  nul t ip 1 vine,  the  net 

unskilled   labor  component   L  by   the   (negative)   labor  premiuir \:   and   the   third 

term ooes   tro  same   for  arrice! turai   extension  workers  with   their   (positive) 

premi um     A  . 

1'hi    third  and   final  approximation   to   the  not  arrenate   consumption  benefits 

of   the   ¡\nnagua  Project   takes   into account   tne  adjustments   necessary v/hen  tiio 

social   value  of   futui:.   uevoUu   to  investment   exceeds   tne   social  value of   tat 

same   funds  devoted   to consumption,      mis  possibility  can  and will  arise when 

the   limitations  of  the  Gnlivian Government's   fiscal   and  monetary   powers  prevent 

it  from  bringing about  the  rate of  investment which  -  in  its canacity as repre- 

sentative  of  the Gnlivian  people -  it deems  opt inai   for the country as a whole. 

Typically,   the  Government   will  not  be   in  a  position   to  raise  savings  - and 

investment   -  to  the   print  waere  the  marginal   rate  of   return  on   investment   ( Y ) 

is   brougut   into equality with  the  social   rate  of   discount   (i)  which  reflects 

the   intertemporal   time  preferences   of   the nation.     under   these   circumstances,   it 

can  be   shown   that   tne   social   value  of   investment  exceeds   the  social value  of 

consumption.     Phis point  can  be seen  intuitively  through  the observation that  a 

dollar   invested   in one  vear  becomes   S(l  +   f )   in  the   following  year.     If  the 

s(l + T)   is  consumed,   the  value of   the   consumption  -  discounted  back  to  the 

first   v«-ar  at   the  rate   i -  remains  greater  than   1.     Hence,   the  ultimate consumption 

benefits  which  flow  from a dollar  invested  today exceed a dollar's worth of 

consumption  todav. 
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The  opportunity  cost  of   investment,   n,   is  defined  as   the   ratio of   the  social 

value   of   investment   to   the  social value  of  consumption  -  where   'social   value 

is understood   to mean  the value of  the  relevant   time stream of   aggredite 

consumption  benefits  discounted back   to  the  oresent  at   che   social rate   of 

discount.     The value  of   p can be determined according to   the   following   formula: 

m        -li -M -X- 

i  -/IT 

where   i   and   V  are defined  as above; JX is  the econumv-wide  marginal  rate  of 

re-Investment  of profits,  expressed as  a  fraction cf  total   prêt its:   and  all 

three  parameters arc   assumed  to remain constant   over  timo.     Values  for  i, V* and U 

must  be  determined by  a  central planning  authority and used consistently   for  the 

evaluation of  all projects. 

Once   it  is  recognized   that  p  does  not  equal   1,   it   becomes   essential   to 

evaluate   the net effect  of  the Project   on  the mix of  consumption ami  investment 

in the  econony.    To  the extent   that   the Pana^ua Project   result-   in a net 

increase of  investment   relative  to consumption  in any  r.ivcn  war.   the  corresponding 

aggregate  consumption   benefits  -  evaluated  at   the  relevant   social   rate   of  discount  - 

are   increased above   the   level measured  bv   the  second approximation SC.     In 

order  to evaluate  the  net efiect  of   the  Project  on the  rate  of   investment,   it 

is necessary  to J ist inquisii  all of  the benefit and  cost   flows   that  make  up SC 

- as well as   the accompanying casli  transfers  - accordine  to   the t,roup which  gains 

or loses,  and  to estimate  the respective marginal  consumption  and saving 

propensities  of each  group. 

For  this purpose,   four broad »roups  of   gainers and   losers  have been 

distinguished with respect  to the Panagua Project:     farmers   (F),  unskilled 

laborers  (L),  the Government  (G)  and  the taxed public  (T).     G  includes all 
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distribution of  these benefits and  coats.    Hence,  they too must be considered 

here in assessing tlie allocation of net benefits among  the  four «roups F, 

L,  C and 1.     Item  (8)  represents  a gain to the  landowners  among F,   and an equal 

loss  to G.     Items   (9)  and   (1U)   represent costs  to F,   and  corresponding benefits 

to G.    Since  these  items enter both as benefits and  costs,  the sum total of 

net benefits   to  the  four «roups  remains equal to the  total net benefits SC. 

The distribution of second  approximation net consumption benefits SC by 

group can now be summarized  as   follows: 

[4] SC = SCF + scL + SCG + SC 

[4a]        SCF -  (1)  + (2)  -  (5)  -  (6-S)  -  (7) + (8)  - (9)   - (10)  -    X (5-LF)  -   XL(6-S) 

[4b] SCL =-- - \ [(3-L) +  (4-L)  +  (5-LU)] 

[4c|        SCG - -  (i-F) -  (4)   -   <b-D)  -  Í6-F)  -  (8)  +  (9)  +  (10) + 

<p[(l-F)  -   (3-F)   -  (4-F)   -  (5-F)  -  (b-F) ] 

[4d]        SCT - -(3-D  - (3-S)   -  (3-D) 

where SCF, SCL, SCG and SCT represent the value of net consumption benefit 

flowing to F, L, G and T, respectively.  To arrive at the final social value of 

net aggregate consumption benefits, C, it is necessary to correct SC , SC , SC 

and SC1' according to the proportions in which eacii is divided between consumption 

and investment.  Thus if the average farmer saves a proportion <TFof his marginal 

gains, the socinl value of the net consumption benefits flowing to farmer is 

[5a]   cr - [ 0Fp + 1 - <r F] scF 

Similarly, the social value of net consumption benefits flowing to unskilled 

laborers, to the government, and to the taxed public, can be expressed 

as follows: 

[5b]        cL - [ <rLp" + i -  <^L] scL 

[5c]        cG - [<r% + i -   <rG] scG 

TT- TT 
[5d] c1 - l <T p + i -    <T  ] sc 
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The values   for the marßinal rate of saving,  of each  relevant  t'.roun constitute 

anotner  body of data  that  cannot be determined at  the project   level,  but which 

must be  provided from a central source. 

We may now write   the  third and  final  approximation  to the value of  net 

agare^ate  consumption benefits C to fialivia ar; a whole,   in any riven  vear,   as 

the sum of   the social value of net benefits  flowlne to each  distinct  «roun: 

[5| C - CF + CL + CG +CT 

Using equations 5a to  3d,  equation 5 may be rewritten as   follows: 

[5*]       c - sc + (p -l)  [ cFscF + <rLscL + ccscG +  <j-Tscr] 

Thus the  final approximation C is equal to the  second approximation SC,   corrected 

by a term which multiplies  the total marginal savings  out  of net project  consumption 

benefits by the excess  of  the social value of investment  over the social value 

of consumption (p - 1). 
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V.     TtlK_HKgT_flNAL RKUISTRIflUTION  OBJECTIVE 

The second national objective  to be  considered in the evaluation of   the 

PanaRua Project   is  the objective  of redistributing benefits  to  the  relatively 

underdeveloped Mendalvan region  of"   the country.     It  is now necessary to  review 

the  benelits  and  costs  of   tin:   I'unapua Project   in  order  to  assess   their  net 

effect on rae welfare  of  Mendalva.     Some  of  the benefit and  cost   flows  shown 

in 'lablu   V) are   relevant   to Mendalvan welfare,  and otherr,  are  not:   those   items 

whicti are relevant,  nay affect   the  redistribution  objective  in a  different 

than  the  agç rebate,  consumption objective. 

The market value of   agricultural production   (1)   clearly  represents 

direct  benefit  to Mendalva,   since  the earninps  flow to the   farmers of  the 

region.     The  extra value  of   the   foreign  excitante   component   of   (1-F),  however, 

does not  result   in a benefit   for  the  re-ion since  it  is  captured by the  Galivian 

Central Government.     Clearly,   the  value  of  bousine and  social services   (2) 

is also included  awon?, the  direct  benefits  to Mendalva. 

Anton« the  cost   flows,   only   the  agricultural production costs of  the 

farmers   (3)  and  the net agricultural income  foregone  (7)   represent losses  to 

Mendalva.     Hut  to  the extent   that   fanner costs  result  in net çains to other 

inhabitants of  Mendalva,   a compensating benefit   is  involved.     Payments   to the 

government and  payments  for   imported  inputs clearly po out of  Mendalva  and 

represent   pure   losses  to the  reír ion.    Payments   for domestic innuts produced in 

Mendalva  - e.«;.   fouder and   seeds - as well  as war.es paid   (in cash or  in kind) 

to inhabitants of Mendalva would  appear not   to  represent net  costs to  the 

region.    This, however,  requires more careful attention.     When  the farmer buys 

fodder and  seeds   in Mendalva,   the  total supply of  these materials available  in the 

region must be  reduced, or  the  flow into the rep.ion must be increased,   or the 
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production within the region must he stepped up. Whichever the ose, there is 

indeed a net cost to Mendalva unless otherwise idle Menda Ivan resources are put 

to use.  Thus the likelihood is that fanner payments for domestic, material: do 

represent costs to the region, just as do payment to the Government and for 

imported inputs. 

The situation in renard to wage payments, on the other harm, is different. 

When workers are put to work in Meaualva, tnere is no corresponding reduction 

in the regional labour force, because it can safelv he assumed that theie will 

be a corresponding marginal immigration of l.ioour into the recitm,  Inns it is 

most likely tiiat - in contrast to payments for material innuts - wage payments 

will remain within the region and result in oenefils for inhabitants of Mendalva. 

Accordingly, the wage component of farmer production costs, {'i-l. ) plus ( > ••!. ), 

must be added in as a compensating benefit to the regional cost of (:>) .  ;.y 

the same token, the wage payments made by the M.l.'.A. for the construction ami 

operation of the Project, and the payments made by the Ministry of Agriculture 

to extension workers, also result in net benefits to Mendalva. These wa>y 

payments are made both to skilled and unskilled workers, and are covered bv 

items (3-L), (3-S), (4-1.), (4-S) and (o-S) . 

Just as the cash transfer items (8), (9) and (10) had to be taken into 

account in evaluating the allocation of net benefits among groups, so they 

must be considered in assessing the distribution of net benefits to the 

Mendalvan region.  Item (8) enters as a benefit to Mendalva, while items (lJ) 

and (10) clearly represent costs to the region.  The total value of net acçregate 

consumption benefits redistributed to the Mendalvan region in any given vear can 

now be expressed as follows: 

[6]    DRM - (1) + (2) + (3-L) + (3-S) + (4-L) + (4-S) - (5) + (5-LF) + 

(5-LM) + (6-S) - (7) + (8) - (9) - (10) 
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Unlike the first approximation HC to net aggravate consumption benefits, 

DRM does not have  to be corrected  for  the social opportunity costs  of foreign 

exchange,  unskilled  labour, and  investment vis-a-vis consumption.    What is an 

opportunity cost with respect  to the aggregai«  consumption of  the who]e nation 

is not necessarily an opportunity cost   'or a particular region.    Thus, although 

Galivia as a whole   foregoes benefits equal to the opportunity cost  of  foreign 

exchange when  imported  inputs are ..sed  in  the  Panagua Projet,   the   loss of 

benefits to the Mendalvan fanner when he pays  for  imported  fertilizers is simply 

the market cost which he gives  up.     The  loss due  to the extra  social   value  of  the 

foreign exchange used   Is spread  over the whole  country,  and   its effect on 

Mendalva can be  regarded as negligible.     For similar reasons,   the  benefits  to 

llendalva of employing unskilled   labour at« not  limited to the excess of the market 

wage over  the amount actually necessarv to attract  the labour;  the  latter 

represents a cost  to the nation as a whole,  but not   to the Mendalvan region. 

Finally,   if  investment  is valued higher than  the equivalent current consumption 

in calculating aggregate consumption benefits,  this  is because the  increased 

consumption   ¿low nrovided by  investment  is a  gain to the nation as a whole. 

The  fraction of the gain which reaches Mendalva may  for practical purposes be 

ignored. 

There does  remain,  nowever,  one important adjustment of  DR'   which must 

be made to assess  the  total net consumption benefits distributed  to Mendalva 

by the Project.    Whether the direct benefits measured by iMT   are  consumed or 

invested, a -art of  them will he respent within the Mendalvan region and - to 

the extent  tuat  they  result  in a net transfer of wage and profit earnings  from 

elsewhere in Galivia to Mendalva, or activate  otherwise idle Mendalvan resources 

they will result  in a new round of benefits  to the region.     Such a chain of 
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indirect  benefits can in principle continue indefinitely,  with the benefits on 

each successive round progressively declining     4  j( represents  the proportion of 

marginal benefits  to Mendalvans which - wnen respent - results  in additional 

benefits   to the region,  then the  total direct and  indirect  value of net regional 

consumption benefits   in a given  year  is eiven by: 

17] RM- DRM (1+  i   +    {2 +    p +  .) 

URM    (  ¿-^—) 

The expression  ^ )      )   is thus  the ratio of  indirect  to direct regional 

benefits.     The value of    ^   is another item of  information  that must be provided 

from above  the project  level in order to evaluate the Panagua Project.     (In 

deriving  the formula given  in equation 7,   the   time element   involved in the 

indirect benefits has been  tacitly  ignored;  successive  rounds arc  nssuned to 

occur quickly enough so that  the value of benefits in  later rounds does not 

decrease significantly because of  the passage  of time.) 
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VI.    TUL  GROUP  RhUlSTRliiUTIOri  OiiJKCÏlVh 

The   diird  national objective   to oe  considered   in   the evaluation  of   tiie 

Panagua  Project   is  the objective of redistribuí im;  benefits  to small   farmers. 

In principle,   rediitribution   objectives  could   be   formulated with   respect   to 

every  group  of  people   in  the   country,   and   different  wei-.its -  positive  or 

negative  - could  be  attached  to the velfare of  cacti,   so as  to correct   for the 

unweighted addition  of  benefits   to all G.ilivians vl.ich   is reasnred   bv   the  arrecate 

consumption objective.     In practice,   however,   it   is  only  reasonable   to restrict 

the differentiation of benefits by groups   to major ca<;es when-   the  Government 

feels  that  there   is an  important national   interest   to  he  served bv  redistribution 

of general welfare.     Such a  case  in Galivia   is  presented  ,>v   the  small   farmers, 

whose  contribution to the successful strudele  for   indenendence has  brought 

little  economic  reward in rcost parts  of   the country. 

In order  to evaluate  the net effect  of  the Panagua Project on the welfare 

of small  farmerb,   it  is necessary to compare  their  economic position  before and 

after the  construction of  the  Project.     As shown   in lalle  3 of  the  Project 

Report,   there  are  at present   19Ü7 small   farm units   (defined as holdings of  less 

than 10 hectares)   in the Secotuan valley  area,  and   this number will  rise  to 

3,579 when  the  Project  is completed.     Not all of  the   3,379,  however,   belong  to 

the original class of small  farmers,   since some of  these  lu-hectare  units are 

to be  formed by paring down   larger holdings of  the   farmers who own   land  in the 

irrigated area.     Apart from the  1,907 small units,   there are at present  173 

units   in excess  of  10 hectares.    Of  these,   134 are expected  to remain  in excess 

of 10 hectares,  and  the remaining 39 will be cut down to 10 hectares.    Thus,  of 

the total of 3,579  10-hectare units  to be  located on the irrigated  land,  1,907 

will belong to the original small holders,  1,633 will belong to small  farmers 
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relocated  from the surroundinu area,  and  39 will belong to farmers with previously 

larger holdings. 

According to Table   3,  the   1,907  small  farmers  cultivate  at present  42.97, 

of  the   land area to be   taken over by  the Project.     It will be assumed   that  they 

earn  likewise 42.9/.  of   the annual net agricultural   income resulting  from current 

cultivation.     No  figures are available  on the  current earnings of   the   1,633 small 

farmers  to be  relocated   from adjacent  areas,  but  it may be reasonable  to assume 

that   their  holdings are so small and   the  land  so marginal that  their sacrifice 

of current   farm income   in necligible.     Thus  the net  agricultural  income   loregone 

by small  farmers because  of  the Project may be estimated as   .429   (7),  where 

(7)  refers  to the total value of net agricultural  income  foregone  as given  in 

Table  19. 

After  the  Panagua Project   is  underway,  the   3,540 small  farmers will hold 

35.4ÜÜ of  the 40.UUÜ cultivatedhhectares,  or 3B.5X  of  the total  cultivated area. 

As before,  it may be  assumed  that   they  receive  the  sane percentage  of  the  total 

market value of agricultural production and  incur  the same percentage of 

cultivating costs,   so that  their net  farm earnings  amount to   .885   [(1)   - 

(5)  -  (9)   -  (1Û)).     The same percentage of  imputed   family wages also accrues 

to the small farmers as a group:     .805  (5-LF).    with respect to the housing and 

social service benefits  (2),  it  is more appropriate  to assume  that  they will 

be enjoyed by small  farmers according to their  fraction in numbers  ratner 

than in acreage.     Thus  the relevant  value of benefits becomes  3540/3713  (2)  - 

.934   (2).     Finally,   it  is clear  that the gains   from land compensation   (8) 

g„ to large rather  than small  farmers, and must not be  included among small 

farmer benefits. 
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The  total value of net consumption benefits provided by  the Panagua 

Project  to small farmers can now be expressed as 

Lit] RSF -   .UÒ5   1(1)  -   (5) + (5-LF)  -   (9)  -  (10)]  +   .954   (2)  -  .429   (7) 

For reasons analogous  to tnose given in analyzing the regional redistribution 

SF 
benefits,  there is no need  to correct  R       for  the  failure  of market prices   to 

reflect social opportunity costs;  SUCH corrections are  relevant only to the 

aggregate  consumption objective.     In tlie  case of small  farmer benefits,   there 

is also no reason to consider indirect benefits of  the  kind  included with  the 

calculation of regional benefits,  since  the expenditures of small farmers are 

very unlikely to return additional benefits in successive rounds of spending. 
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VII.     TUE. EVALUATION OF  TUE PROJECT 

In the  course  of  the   three  previous Parts   IV,  V  and VI,  dealing with  the 

three principal objectives of   t!ie Galivian Government  vis-à-vis the   Panap,ua 

Project,  a variety of parameters were defined   for which values are  required 

to evaluate  the Project.     In principle,  each  of  these  parameters  is  a  function 

of  time,  and  the  appropriate values may  therefore chance according  to the year 

in which  the benefits and  costs  are being measured.     To simplify the  computations, 

however,   it will be assumed  for   the purposes  of  illustration   that   the value 

of each parameter  remains  constant over  the entire  lifetime  of  the  Project. 

In the accompanying Table  20,  each parameter  is  listed with   the corresponding 

numerical value   that is  assumed   to be  appropriate  to  the Galivian economy and 

- where applicable - to  the circumstances of  the Panagua Project. 

Foreign exchange is  assumed  to be worth  twice  its value  at the   official 

exchange rate  ( (0 » +1.0).    Given the rural setting of  the Panapua Project, 

the nature of the work -  farming and construction - and  the relative  over- 

population and backwardness of   the Mendalvan  region,   it may not be  unreasonable 

to regard   the opportunity cost  of unskilled  labor as  equal  to zero   (A* -1.0). 

In contrast,  the  opportunity cost of agricultural extension workers   is assumed 

v E 

to be twice the market wage  (   A     - +1.0). 

The social rate of  discount used  by the  Galivian  Government,  which is 

meant to reflect  the collective preference of  the nation for present  over 

future consumption,  is assumed   to be  10Z (i «  0.10).     Given a marginal rate of 

return of  15% on private sector  investment (V - 0.15)   and a  rate of  re-investment 

of profits of 50%  (jA.m 0.50),   the social value of investment relative to 

consumption can be derived from equation 3.     It turns  out that investment 

brings future consumption benefits worth three  times  present  consumption  (p - 3). 
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As  for propensities  to save  (resulting in investment),  farmers are assumed  to 

consume 80% of their earnings  (<TF - 0.2), while unskilled   laborers consume 

all of  their wages  ( <T"L - 0.0).     The Galivian Government - in view of  the high 

value  of investment - is ready to devote all available  funds  to  that purpose 

( ff~G - 1.0).    The marginal propensity to save of  the taxed public depends on 

who pays  for marginal  increases in  taxation.     It  is  likely  that  corporations 

and  high income brackets will be most  affected,  so that  the corresponding 

marginal propensity  to save  is very high  (   G*1 - 0.«).     Finally,   the 

marginal propensity  to respend within Mendalva is assumed   to be  20Â  ( ^ - 0.2). 

Given the values of  the parameters   1  to 9  in Table  20.   and   given all of 

the relevant flows  over time  in Table  19,  it is now possible  to calculate the 

contributions made  by  the Panapua Project   to each of  the   three  objectives,   in 

each year of the Project,  by substituting  into the appropriate enuations 

derived in Parts IV,  V and VI.     In order to calculate the  total  contribution 

to each objective,  all that   is needed  in addition  is a set of weights  to nut 

the  contributions  in different yer.rs  on a comparable basis.    Again,   in  the 

interest of simplifying the-  calculations,   it will be assumed  that  the  rate of 

discount applied  to each objective   is  constant over  time,   and  that   these 

three rates of discount are equal  to one another and therefore equal  to the 

social rate of discount  i   Iwliicn  is defined as  the rate  of üiscount applied 

to  tue aggregate consumption objective). 

Since all the  relevant  parameters are assumed to be  constant,   it  is not 

necessary  to make  separate calculations  for each year of  the Project.     Instead, 

all  of the time flows  in Table   19  can be converted into their  equivalent  present 

values by discounting back  to year 0 at   the common rate  of discount of   10/., 

and  the present values of each flow item can then be substituted  info the 
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equations given earlier to compute   the total contribution  of the  Project  to 

the different  objectives.     Table  21  lists   the present value in year 0  of each of 

the  flows of  Table   l'J, discounted  at alternative   rates of  5/., 7\% and   KU'. 

Using  the values discounted   at 1U/.,   the* results  are obtained  as   shown   in Table  22. 

The present value of net aggregate consumption benefits   is   shown   in successive 

stages of approximation.     Using market prices,  the present  value   MC  turns 

out  to be positive  but comparatively low,   at a  level of   3'J. 3 million  pesetas. 

This   figure  corresponds very  closely  to the value  computed  bv  Dr.   Blancabeza 

in Part VII   of  the  Project  Report.     Using also a   10A rate  of discount,   Dr. 

Blancabeza arrived at a figure of   35.2 million pesetas,  which he   labelled the 

net  present  value of  the Project as  a whole.    The  slight  difference between 

the  two figures is due  to  the  fact   that Dr.   Blancabeza  (incorrectly)   included 

compensation  payments  to  landowners - with a present value  of  4.1 million 

pesetas - as an element of  construction costs. j 

The second approximation SC suggests a substantially greater Project 

contribution  to the  aggregate consumption  objective.    The   (positive)   foreign 

exchange and extension worker premiums - applied to negative net  benefits - 

serve to reduce the value  given by MC, but  the  (negative)   unskilled  labor 

premium - applied to the  total market wage bill of unskilled  labor -  raises 

the value of net benefits by a much greater amount.    The  284.3 million pesetas 

originally charged  to the  Project  as unskilled labor costs are  replaced by 

the corresponding social opportunity cost of zero,  and SC becomes equal  to 

233.9 million pesetas. 

The final approximation C, however,   indicates that  the Panagua Project 

actually makes a decidedly negative contribution to the  aggregate consumption 

objective.    This is due to  the high social value  of investment  relative to 

consumption  (p - 3), and to the unfavorable overall effect of the Project on the 
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rate of investment elsewhere in  the Galivian economy.     The two  «roups with 

the highest propensity to  invest - the Galivian Government and  the  (marginally) 

taxed public - suffer net  losses  on account of  the Project.     Funds raised to 

finance  the Project carry  a high   opportunity cost, for   they would  largely 

nave been  invested on alternative projects.    On the other hand,  the  chief 

beneficiaries of  the Project -  the farmers and unskilled   laborers -  tend to 

consume most of  their benefits  and add  little  to investment  in  the economy. 

The result  is that - when all things are considered -  the net  agrégate consumption 

benefits  of  the Pai agua Project   amount   to minus   196.4 million  pesetas. 

As  against  thi . negative  contribution to agrégate   consumption,   the 

Project  does make  substantially  positive contributions   to both  redistribution 

objectives.    The  Mendalvan region and   the small  farmers  of  the  Secotuan valley 

do not pay  the  high price of drawing  funds away  from investment elsewhere 

in Galivia, but   they do  reap nost of  the benefits of   the Panap.ua investment 

itself.     According to Table 22,   the nresent value of net benefits - direct  and 

indirect  -  to Mendalva is equal   to H">5.1 million pesetas,  and   the corresponding 

figure   for  the  small farmers  is   374.1 million pesetas.      It   is   clear  that on 

aggregate  consumption grounds  alone,   the Panagua Project   is   not  justified.     It 

is worth   undertaking only  ii   the  Galivian Government  places   a  sufficient weight 

on redistribution of welfare to   the Mendalvan  region and  for   tue small farmers 

so that   the combined net present  value  of all   benefits   is positive. 

The  weigiit's -to be  placed  on separate objectives   represent  the   last anu  most 

crucial  set of  data that must  tie  supplied h y  the Central Government   in order 

for projects to  be evaluated  on  a consistent and meaningful   basis.     In order   to 

decide whether  or not  to undertake tne  Panagua Project   as   it  has been presented 

in the  Project   Report,   tue Galivian Government must  quantify   the  importance   it 
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attaches  to objectives other than atçgrepate consumí)tion.     l'or   the nurooses  of 

the  analysis,   it will be   assumed  -  as   indicated   in  Table   2 J  -   thai   the  Government 

places  an  extra weignt  of  (J,25  on  benefits   to Mendiilva,   and   (J.JO  or.  benefits 

to  small   farmers,   relative   to  the  wei^it   it  v.ives   Lo üi't'i e^atc   consumption 

benefits   for  the nation as  a whole. 

The  net  present  value  V of   the  Panauua Project  with   respect   to all   of   tfte 

major national  objectives   is expressed  -   in   term:;   oí   an're^ate   coiv;unj)t ion  -    •» 

m      v. fccc+ *KV +    •K:;F
R

SF 

Substituting in the corresponding? values from Tables 2U ,inu 22, tin' followine 

result is obtained:    V * 204.'• million pesetas 

Thus the positive redistributional benefits <mtwei;'i the negative ••>. ;-,re '.ate 

consumption benefits and - in the last analysis - the l'anai-.ua "roj-. rt appears 

to be worth undertaking. 
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VJ I I .     A   VIM uUAI.l H CAT IONS 

The  «'v.i lu.it ¡ on /arriuii  out   in  l'art   VII  was  designed   to answer  a  yes-or-no 

munition:      îlioolcJ   (ne  P.m.it'ui   Project   he   undertaken  or not?     This  approach   is 

valid   oi.ly   if   there   ire  no  specific  variants,   or mutually exclusive  alternatives, 

to   th»'   Project   as   formulated   in   the   Report.     In   this  event,   the   only   relevant 

alternative   to  the  Project   is   the   general alternative  of   investing  the  same 

funds  elsewhere   in  the  economy,   and   this  has  been  taken   into account   in   the 

analysis.     If,   however,   there  exists   the  possibility  of  varying or  replacing 

the   Ptoject with  an  otherwise  excluded  alternative,   it   is  necessary   to  Inquire 

into  the   possibility   of  obtaining  additional  net  benefits.     Thus,   even  though 

the   Panagua  Project   in   its   nresent   form yields  a  significantly  positive  net 

nresent   value,   It  should  not   be   undertaken   if  It  prevents   the  undertaking  of 

an alternative project  with  an even  greater overall net nresent  value.     Such 

a  possibility might arise   in a number of ways. 

First  of  all,   it night  well be  possible  to make marginal adjustments  in 

the  method  of  construction or  operation of   the Project,  or on the  related 

aerieultural production program,  which would result  in a higher net present value 

than  yielded by the Project   In   its proposed  form.     Unless  the engineers who 

designed,  ;md  the   oli ici ils who   formulated,   the  Project  were  continuously 

aware  of   the appropriate  methods  for evaluating alternative possibilities,   it 

is more   than likely  that   there   is still scope  for  improvement when the Project 

reaches   the decision-makers.     To anticipate  this   likelihood,   it would  be useful 

for   tilt.*  Project  to be  presented not as  a single package,  but as a manageable 

arr.iv   of   alternatives   from  anioni- which   the  decision-makers  could  choose  the most 

favourable  accordili!»  to  the  accepted method of evaluation.     In any case,   it would 

uc  necessary  to ask whether  adjustments  in the nature or scope of   the Panagua 

Project  could raise  its  net  present  value. 
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An additional - and potentially important  - adjustment  of the Project 

concerns neither its nature nor  its scope, but its  timing.    If the Panagua 

Project is begun in  1967,   this excludes  the possibility of starting  it at, any 

later  date.     Provided all  benefits  and   costs  are  dependent   only oti   the  age   of   the 

Project  itself,   it would   clearly be worth undertaking  right  awav or not at  all - 

for  the  longer it  is put  off,   the   lower   the discounted present vaiue  ot   the 

net  benefits.    However,   if   some  of  the  benefits  01   costs nre  affected bv  the 

calendar date on which  they  occur,  and   if  net benefits are expected  to  increase 

with time,   then a higher   present value may be  realized  if  trie Project   is delayed. 

This alternative must also  be  considered when evaluating  the Project. 

Apart  from asking about  possible  adjustments  of   the Panagua Project   itself, 

the  decision-makers must   compare   the Panagua Project with wholly different 

projects   that  are  excluded  bv   it.     If,   for example,   there   is  .-in alternat ive   use 

for   the water  resources   ot   the  Rio Casqueya,   such   a  possibility  ''ust   be  explored 

before  it   is pre-empted  by   the  ''andy.ua  Project.     Similarly,   if  there  are 

alternative ways of supplying the Secotunn val lev with  irrigation water  - 

e.g.,   via a network  of  tube  wells -  this  possibility imst also be  compared with 

the  Panagua Project   in   terms   of   its   net contribution   to national  objectives. 

In  sum,   the  positive  net  present   value  V  of   204.4 million  pesetas  obtained 

in   the evaluation  of   the   Panagua  "roject   indicates   that  there   is a  national 

gain of  at   least   that   amount   to lie   realized  by   undertaking a water  resource 

project  in the Rio Casqueva - Secotuan  valley area,     iiut until all  of  the   relevant 

alternatives have been explored,   it cannot be   concluded  that  the Panagua 

Project should be undertaken  in  the  precise  form  in which  it was originally 

proposed. 
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IX.     ALTLRINC  TULI  AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM 

As stressed  in Part VIII,  It  is  important to consider various alternative 

possibilities  before   RolnR  ahead with  the  Pnnagua  Project   as proposed.     In 

this  nart,   th,   ,.f£,.rt   of   alterine,  tue  sulfated  agricultural  program by  chan*in* 

ch, pattern  oí   land   ownership and   crop distribution will be considered.     The pattern 

of   land ownership  proposed  in tnc  Project   Report  is characterized by a vast 

numuer of  -small   10-hectare  holdings  coverin, almost  90X  of   the  irrigated   land, 

and  tne re-.ial.iln«   1U.-.  is  divided ^ Holding no greater  tnan  50 acres   (see  Table 

3.)    The  crop  distribution correspond in, to this  system of   land  tenure emphasizes 

diversity  ana  self-.üfficiencv,   and  ineluues  both   low and   high profit  yielding 

crops   m  roughly  euiial  measure   (see  Table   4). 

To stucv  the  ran«e  ot   alternatives,   it will now be  hypothesized that  the 

40,..OU hectares   ot   newly  irrigated  land  are dividea into  400  large hold in*« of 

100 hectares each.     On such  large  holding,  it is  presumed  that a greater 

proportion of   tue   laud   can be devoted  to  the cultivation  of the  commercially 

most profitable   crops.     Table 23 presents  figure»  for an  alternative distribution 

of crops t>a,ed on   IwO-nectare holding,   consistent with   the constraints  imposed 

by  fue availability  of  irrigation water  and  the   requirements of on-farm 

coition.     A  conparislon of  Table 23 with Table  A of   the Project  Report shows 

that  the production of high-yielding  tomatoes  has been  stepped uo the most 

radically.     More  aerea.-«?   is also devoteu  to corn,   alfalfa,  soybeans and 

vegetables,  while  the  cultivation of  low-yielding beans,   sesame and wheat has 

bten cut  to a minimum. 

,,s a  result   of   ine  cuajes  in cropping pattern,  the  total value of annual 

agricultural production  is almost doubled - from 131.60  to 252.5b million 

pesetas - while   the   total annual  farmer  costs   (exclusive of irrigation  fees) 
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are also doubled - from 58.20  to  116.4a million pesetas - and   the surplus 

rises  from 73.AO  to 136.08 million pesetas.     As before,  it will be assumed 

that  in  the  initial years  5  to   10 the  annual  value of  agricultural  production 

and  costs  rises  from one  half   to  its   full   level  in equal   linear  increments. 

Government  supplied farm equipment and  agricultural credit  ire  assumed  to rise 

in  the  same proportion as  farmer costs,   nut   irrigation  fees   ren.ain as before   - 

since  there has  been no change   in  the  costs  of  construction  or onerati on of   the 

Project works.     It will   also be  assumed   that  only ha If as many  extension workers 

are required as before.     The  change  in cropping  pattern  is much more drastic 

and   calls   for  a more  intensive   education  in new  techniques;   but  there  are  now 

many  fewer  farmers to teaca,   and  this  allows   for a consideratile  savins. 

The  evaluation of the Project  in  the  lij;ht  of  the  revised  agricultural 

program may now proceed  by comparison with  the  earlier  computation?.     Table   24 

lists  the year Ü present  values,  under   the new assumptions,   ot   each  oi   the 

benefit,   cost and  transfer  flows  distinguished   in Table  1),   discounted at   alter- 

native rates of  5A,  7^/„  and  10/,.     The   flows whose values differ from the 

corresponding  figures   in  Table   21  are   identified  by  an  asterisk   in  Table 24. 

The marker, value  of the   crops   (2)   is  raised  by  a  factor of   l.^it,  while  the 

foreign exchange  component   (1-F)   due  to  the  tomato exports   is   raised  by a 

factor of  b.O    The domestic currency component   (1-0)   simoly  represents   the 

difference between the   two.    Neither  the  costs  of construction  ('})   or operation 

(4)   of  the Project works,  nor  the agricultural   income   foregone bv  farmers   (7), 

the  land  compensation payments   (fi)  or  the  irrigation   fes  (9),   are  affected 

by the  changed agricultural program.     All of   the other  items  under   (b),   (b)   and 

(10)   - which relate to the costs  of agricultural, production -  are  increased   in 

the same  proportion 2.001, with   the exception  of the extension worker costs 

(6-S)   that are cut in half. 
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Table  25  lists  the numerical results  obtained under the new assumptions 

for the overall net present  value V of the Project,   the  net contribution 

M S F 
obtained with   respect  to each major  objective C,   R     and  R     , and  t.ie various 

approximations and  component elements of C.    The values with  respect  to the 

aggregate  consumption and  regional  redistribution  objectives were  calculated 

on the basis  of   the   formulas derived earlier in Parts  IV and V.     The value   for 

RSF is  based on  the  corresponding   formula  8 derived in  Part VI,  except   that 

the  relevant  small  farmer percentages of  88. ^  and  95.4/,  are reduced  to zero 

under  the new program. 

It  is  clear  from the results  that  the  overall net present value of   the 

Project witli  the new program greatly exceeds  its  value  as orielnally proposed. 

Thus  if  this  alternative   is  really open  tc  the Government,   ind   if  the Government 

stands by  tiie  relative weights  it  has pivan  to the  separate national objectives, 

then  it should  reformulate   the agricultural proeram of   the  Project. 

It  is  quite  conceivable,  however,  that  the  Government cannot  afford   for 

political  reasons  to turn all  of   the newly  irrigated   farm  land  over  to a   few 

cultivators with  100 acres each.     Among other things,   this would  involve  the 

ejection of  a majority of  the small farmers who currently hold   land in  the 

affected area.     In the  interests  of political  realism -  if not elementary social 

justice -  the Government's  interest   ii   large   farm units may have  to be  confined 

to the  surplus area remaining after all of  the  original  land holders have been 

provided with a share of  the newly  irrigated  land.     Under these circumstances, 

the  following distribution of   land holdings might be envisaged: 

,     . „ AVERAGE 
Size  of holding AREA  (ha) I Farmers   (no) Holding  (No) 

less  than   10 HA 199b1 
1Ü to 100 Ha Ö724 
More  than  1Ü0 Ha 11315 

49.9 
21. à 
28.3 

1907 
135 
113 

«6.5 
6.3 
5.2 

10.5 
64.5 

100.1 

TOTAL 400U0 2155 18.7 
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AB can be seen by comparision with  Table   3 of  the Project  Report,   this 

distribution assures  to all of  the  farmers holding  less  than   lou hectares  of 

land  the same area that  they held  prior  to irrigation,   and   it  breaks  up  the 

remaining parcels  of greater than   1U0 hectares  luto equal   lud  Hectare units. 

(100 hectares may  be  regarded as  the maximum irrigated   Land  allow«.! I>v   lai.   to 

a single  farming unit).   Under  this system of  tenure,  the   I'M,   small   tamers 

may be assumed to cultivate   theii   •'•!>. 9/.  of   the  level  accordi:,     to the rro,,t,.nv. 

pattern envisaged under  the   first   (smaLl-unit)   .igriculturaL  program,  and   the 

remaining 248  larger   land-holders may be  assumed  to cultivate   tin ir  vi.l.   of 

the  land according to the  second   (large-unit)   agricultural  protra. 

The  effect   of   such  a  compromise  on   the  net present   value   of   the  ^ojeet 

is very easy  to calculate:     it amounts   in every  respect   to an almost   -,.>••'>•;  split 

between the outcomes of   the   two polar cases.     Ignoring the  minor differences 

due to the  fact  that  the  original program  included a  few medium-si zea tu.Htngs 

in  addition  to  the  small   farm units,   the   results  can  be   sudari red as   follows 

(assuming  the same  values  as before  for  tne key parameters;: 

C « + 1061.3 million pesetas 

RM •= +1170.7 million pesetas 

RSF- + 186.0 million pesetas 

V - + 1447.0 million pesetas 

The net present value V of  the Project   is now reduced  to  1447 million pesetas, 

but it of  course  still exceeds   the original value of  2U4.4 million  l.y a substantial 

margin and  indicates  that  the Government  ought  to revise   the  agricultural 

program insofar as possible  to create   large  farming units.     The net  reduction 

in present value  of  1242.6 million nesetas, which is caused  by  the need   to maintain 

the  land ownership  of existing  farmers with units  less  than   100 hectares,   is a 

measure of  the value of  this politico-social constraint,   and  the  importance which 

is attached to it   (if  it  is  respected)   by the Galivian Government. 
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'ir. o   ir o ) i"t  í v.iJujU.r'.  iwiv no-j  say  tu the   responsible  decision-makers  that 

-   i;Lveii   their   rtet'erences  as  rx¡iri-.,-)c'C  hv   the   relative  wcirhts VJIIicn  tliey  attached 

to different   u.lional   u.i iect ñ'es  -   the  l'niin.'.tja  Project   is  worth  mi ertakin",   and 

the  suolu.í   ,in:;i contai !   in "xístim*  huMinis   of   creator   than   1¡>'1 hectares 

Kiioulil   be   oistributed   in   lan-e  holdings  of   loo   hertares  each,   rather than   in 

small   units   of   if  ¡ice-tares.     If,  when  confronted  with  the  consenuences   of   their 

own  (|uant i f led  preferences,   the decision  rakers   object   that   thev would   actually 

prefer   the   small   holding  pro/.rar,   because  otherwise  a  treat  number  of  small 

farmers  would  not   be-   benefited,   then   this   is  an   indication   that   the weights which 

they  ori»;inaliv eimurintel  do not   actual lv   reflect   their  desires.     Under   tnese 

circumstances,   they  wouiu   he   reve.il inr   that   they  actually  pince  a much  hirher 

weight   on  redistribution  to small   farmers  than  the  original  premium of 0.5. 

The  ranue of  values   for the weight on small   farmer benefits which would 

justify  tiio  criminal   rather  than  the  alternative   program may be calculated 

from  the  following  equation: 

M s F M* S F* 
C + 0.25   K"  + x k       -  C *  + 0.25  R      + x R 

where  C,  R'1 and RSF refer  to the net present value  of benefits under the  original 

proRram,   the  correspond in p, starred  variables  refer  to the benefits under  the 

alternative program,   and  x  is tue weight on small  farmer benefits which would 

just cause   the programs  to break even.     Substituting the appropriate values, we have 

-1*6.4 +  213.« +  374.1   (x)   =   1061.3 +  292.7 +   1Ó6.0   (x) 
18b.i   (x)   =  1136.6 

(x.)   = 7.1 

Thus   if   the  Oalivian Covernment   decision-makers   really prefer the small-holding 

to the  lar co-hold ins  alternative,   the  implication  is that   they   ittach a premium 

of at   least  7.1  to  net benefits  flowing to small  farmers. 
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TABLE I 

65. 

piSTRIBUTIQN OF TOTAL PROJECT CAPITAL COSTS QVSR Tuffi 
(All figures in million peseta») 

Basic Habilitation Works 

Panagua Dam 

Kain Canals 

Distribution System 

Drainage System 

Roadway« 

Land Clearing 

Social Improvement Works 

Housing for fanners 

Basic rural utilities 

Urban Center 

Others 

Compensation 

TOTAL 

Total 

140 

137 

51 

71 
10 

3o 

14 

14 
12 

484 

Year 1 

42 

22 

Year 2 

64 

Year 3 

42 

28 

80 

56 

69 

16 

20 

3 

3 

7 

7 

7 

188 

fty k 

18 

35 

51 

7 

27 

7 

7 

152 



TABLE 2 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PROJECT CAPITAL 
COSTS BY RESOURCE CATEGORY 

66. 

Mach- Skilled Unskilled Iron & Other 
inery Labor l_ Labor Cement Steel Materials 

BASIC HABILITATION WORKS i 

Panagua I?~m 50 10 30 3 - 7 
Main Canals 25 10 35 15 5 10 

Distribution System 20 10 45 10 3 12 

Drainage System 45 10 40 - 5 

Roadways 35 10 35 5 2 13 

Land Clearing 45 10 45 - 

SUCIAi. IKPRUVEMSNT WORKS 

Housing for fanners - 5 65 10 _ 20 

Basic rural utilities 15 15 40 5 5 20 

Urban center 10 10 50 5 5 20 

Compensation - — — — - 

1 
PERCENTAGE BREAKDOWN CF MACHINERY COSTS 

Depreciation on Equipment: 30>& 

Semi-skilled operating labor:    201* 

Fuels, oils,  grease, etc.: 25% 

Spare parts,  components, 
miscellaneous items: 25$ 



67. 

TüBLE 3 

DISTRIBUTION ÜF LAl.U hüLDINGS TN TUE  PKOJECT KEGIQN 

äiz« oí" Holding 

NOW 

Less than IO ha. 

IO to 100 ha. 

Kore than 100 ha. 

TOTAL 

Witti PROJECT 

10 ha. 

lu to 5C ha. 

TOTAL 

J&**  (f**) 

19,961 

8,724 

17,791 

46,476 

35,790 

4,210 

40,000 

JL 

42.9 

18.6 

38.3 

89.5 

10.5 

Famero (no.) 

1,907 

135 

38 

2,080 

3,579 

134 

3,713 

91.7 

6.5 

1.8 

96.4 

3.6 

Average 

10.5 

64.5 

468.0 

22.3 

10.0 

31.4 

10.8 



TABLE 4 

66. 

Crop 

PRESENT 

Beans 

Corn 

Sesame 

Sorghum 

TOTAL 

PRESENT AND FUTURE CROP DISTRIBUTION AND iRÜDUCTIQN 

(1)        (2) (3)-U).(2)    (4)        (5)-(3).(4)     (6W5)/(D 

Produc- 
Area      Yield tion Price 
(Ha.)   (Ton/Ha.)      (Ton)        (Ps/Ton)   (Pa lO^) 

Value of 
Production 

300 0.72 

600 1.27 

400 o.6o 
150 1.62 

216 910 

762 600 

240 1,270 

243 380 

1,450 

196 

456 

305 

93 

1,050 

Unit Value of 
Production 

(Ps/Ha.) 

657 
762 

763 
620 

726 

FUTURE 

Beans 2,000 1.32 2,640 1,310 3,460 1,730 

Corn 4,000 3.30 13,200 780 10,300 2,580 

Sesame 4,000 1.10 4,400 1,450 6,400 1,600 

Sorghum 3,000 3.53 10,590 540 5,720 1,910 

Alfalfa 4,000 11.00 44,000 330 14,520 3,630 

Saf flower 3,000 2.20 6,600 940 6,200 2,070 

Soybeans 9,000 2.20 19,800 1,370 27,140 3,010 

Tomatoes 2,000 11.00 22,000 1,450 32,000 16,000 

Vegetables 2,000 7,400 3,700 

Wheat 4,000 3.30 13,200 580 7,660 1,920 

Other crops 3,000 10,800 3,600 

TOTAL 40,000 131,600 3,290 

^Official Peseta Equivalent of Dollar Export Price 



TABLE 5 

PRESENT AhD FUTURE FARMER COSTS uF CULTIVATION 

69. 

(1) (2) (3)-(U.(2) (4)       (5H4)-(3)    (6)-(5)/(D 

Crop 
Unit 

Area 
Value of Unit 
Produce        Surplus       Surplus Cost Cost-        Produce surplus       surplus 

(Ps/ha. )        (Ps 10* )      (Ps IO5 )      (Ps 10* )        (Ps/Ha. ) 

PRESENT 

Beans 300 285 85 196 112 374 

Corn 600 266 160 456 298 497 

Sesame 400 237 95 305 211 522 

Sorghum 150 196 30 93 64 427 

TOTAL 1,450 256 370 1,050 680 470 

FUTURE 

Beans 2,000 1,250 2,500 3,46o 960 480 

Corn 4,000 800 3,200 1,030 7,100 1,780 

Sesame 4,000 1,040 4,160 6,400 2,240 560 

Sorghum 3,000 730 2,190 5,720 3,530 1,180 

Alfalfa 4,000 1,870 7,480 14,520 7,040 1,760 

Safflower 3,000 890 2,670 6,200 3,530 1,180 

Soybeans 9,000 1,040 9,360 2,714 1,778 1,970 

Tomatoes 2,000 8,000 16,000 32,000 I6,u00 8,U00 

Vegetables 2,000 1,600 3,200 7,400 4,200 2,100 

Vheat 4,000 960 3,840 7,660 3,820 960 

Other annual 
crop 3,000 1,200 3,600 10,800 7,200 2,400 

TOTAL 40,000 1,450 58,200 131,600 73,400 1,840 



70. 

# 

TABLE 6 

AVERAGE Pi^C¿ma: 3ü,.iJXfltl CF ftTüHE 
FARMER COSTS üF CULTIVATION 

1. Family (unskilled) labor 30* 

2. Hired labor 10$ 

3. Machinery and equipment and spare parts 15* 

4«    t\iel and grease requirements for 
machinery 5% 

5. Chauical fertilizers 18* 

6. Pesticides, fungicides, etc. 5% 

7. Seeds 5* 

8. Animal labor (fodder) 10* 
** 

9. Interest on credit 2/> 

100* 

Charges for rental paid to Ministri of Agriculture 

Charges for credit paid to Ministry of Agriculture 



TABLE 7 

.«mire raw 

Total cost PS. 4.U 

of which 

Skilled labor 20* 

Unskilled labor *o* 
* 

Machinery 15* 

Ceaent 7.5* 

Other materials 17.5* 

Pi. 4.0    ailllon/xear 

i*% breakdown same as shown in Table 2) 

71. 



72. 

Tehl6 8 

JgyiSTBT OF»AGHlCULTUiru. PriOÚR/>I!, •; POSTS 

(all figures in m-'.llicn pesetas) 

Years Total 
Farm 

Machinery 
and 

iiquipment 

Agri culturel 
Credit 

Agricultural 
intension 
¿ervice 

5 40.5 20.0 

6 10.5 6.0 

7 10.5 6.0 

e 1G.5 6.0 

9 10.5 6.0 

1C 10.5 6.0 

11-54 6.6 6.0 

7.5 

1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.C 

3.C 

0.6 



73, 

Tabi« 9 

MrfflDALVAN WAT*R AUTHOKIIT ACCOUNT 

(all figures in million pesetas) 

Years i 

PAYi'.IJITS 

Construction costs 64.0 80.0      188.0      152.C 

Operating costs — 

World Bank loan - -             -             -       li.5 

Treasury loan 

.5-24 25-34 35~c4 

4.0 4.0 4.0 

22.2 22.2 

TOTAL 64.0 

22.3 

41.7 

80.0 

24.5 

55.5 

188.0 I52.O 39.7 26.2 4.0 

wQvm 
World Bank loan 

Treasury loan 

Irrigation Pees 

54.0 

134.0 

42.4 

IO9.6 

20.0 20o 0 20.0 
- 

TOTAL 64.0 80.0 I8tí.0 I52.O 20.0 20. C 20.0 

•Br CASH ima - - -I7.7 -6.2 +16.0 



74. 

T*ble 10 

MINISTRY OF ¿Un 

(ell firures in 

I CULTO tu- 

nal iion 

ACCOUNT 

pesetas) 

YàAHSt 5 6 7 8 9 10 11-54 

i'.IÏMidJTo 

Farm Scjuipment 

Working Capital 

extensión Workers 

TOTAL 

aquipment 

TOTAL 

30.00 

7.50 

3.OC 

6.00 

I.50 

3.00 

6.00 

I.50 

3.00 

6.00 

I.50 

3.OC 

6.00 

I.50 

3.00 

6.00 

I.5O 

3.00 

6.00 

0.60 

4O.5O IO.5O IO.5O IO.5O 10.50 IO.50 6.60 

KJkCüIPrS 

Rental it intex-ost on 

Interest on Credit 

4.36 

O.56 

5.23 

O.7O 

6.10 

0.81 

6.97 

0.93 

7.85 

1.04 

8=73 

1.16 

8.73 

1.16 

4.94 5.93 6.91 7.9O 8.8? ?.89 9.89 

TOI CASH INFLOW -35»56 ^4.57 -3.59 -2.60 -1.61 -0.61 +3.29 



Tabi« 11 

FABMJSt AÜQÍWT 

(all figures in million pesetas) 

75. 

TSARS t 

PAYMiSHTS 

Irrigation Fee« 

Rental & Interest on ¡¡quipotent 

Interest on Credit 

Other Cultivation Costs 

TOTAL 

20. OU 20.00 

4.36 5.23 

O.58 0.7G 

24.16 26.99 

20.00 ¿'COO 

6.10 6.97 

0.81 0.93 

33.^3 36.6b 

IO-54 

20.00 20.00 

7.Ö5 8.73 

1.04 1.16 

43.49 48.31 

49.10     54.92       60.74      60.56       72,38      78.20 

Value of Agr. froduotion 

FfiT ffASff D^LOE 

65.OO     78.96       9¿>.12    105,28     i:8,44    131.60 

16.70     24.04       31.38     38.72       46.06     53.40 

- 
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Table 14 

pOIiaTHUCTIOfl 'JüaTSi àl   ïi>kÀ /iNi) INPUT ÜATaüORY 

(all figures in million reset-is) 

70. 

ïiiAKai 1 - 3 4 TOTAL 

IWPUTö 

26.5 ¿0.5 ol.ò 50.I i'.'ichinery 166.7 

0 
Í 

Ï 
0 

Jeprecxation b,U b.6 lb. 5 I5.O 5O.I 

L-' bour 5.3 5.7 12.3- 10.1 33.4 

Fuel 6.6 7.1 15.4 I2.5 41.6 
b. 

f-:Ttfi 606 7.1 15.4 I2.5 41.6 

Jkillöd Labour 6.4 7.5 lb.b I5.2 47.9 

unskilled labour 20. j 24.9 69.4 64.4 179.0 

Cement 4-5 5-7 1£.2 7.6 33.0 

Iron and òteel 1.1 1.7 4.7 2.4 9.9 

ut her i'l'itwrif.la 5.* b.7 lb. 3 lü. 3 42.5 

Compenaatim for Land - 5.0 - - 5,0 

rOTwL 64.0 riO.u lbb.o I52.O 484.0 

R^oOUrtCj «Jój. 

Unokilled Lnoour 20.3 24.9 69.4 64.4 179.0 

jk.illed L." hour 11.7 13.2 31.1 ¿5.3 dl.3 

"Domestic i', -te -iaJ.s 9.7 1¿.4 ¿3.5 19.9 75.5 

Ji'oreii^n ¿xciance 22.3 24.5 54.0 42.4 143.2 

O.VSri  [V> -iv^ï'iils 
- 5.0 - - Condensation  to jj-'indovmsrs 5.0 



ffiWltf0 OUB-Jtt Si ÏBA* AHI) IMPUT 'JATiiQuttï 

(ail figures in million pesetas) 

79. 

ïbJMat 54 

Skilled Labour 

Unskilled Labour 

Cement 

Other Materials 

0.6U 

0.1Ö 

0.12 

0.15 

0.15 

0.80 

1.60 

0.30 

0.70 

•iosa* 4.00 

unskilled Labour 

Skilled Labour 

Domestic Materials 

Foreign Kxchange 

l.bO 

0.92 

1.00 

0.4Ö 



Tabi» 16 

KAHM*R ÜULTfTVA'flOlii OUSTS äl YüAK kHù IMPUf CATjtOOBÏ 

(all figuraB in million peseta«; 

80. 

iJÜAttÜ 

TOTAL 40.10       54.92        60.74 

10-54 

JMW8 

Cultivating Labour 11.64 13.97 16.30 18.63 20.95 23.28 

of       JFamily 8.73 10,48 12.22 13.97 15.71 17.46 

whioh JHired 2.91 3.49 4.08 4.66 5.24 5.82 

Animal Labour  (Fodder) 2.91 3 49 4. Oö 4*66 5.24 5.82 

Seeda 1.46 1.75 2.04 2.33 2.62 2.9I 

Cheaioal Fertilizers 5.24 6.29 7.34 8.38 9.44 10.48 

Pesticide», «to. 1.4b 1.75 2.04 2.33 2.62 2.9I 

Futi and Qraaae 1.45 1.74 2.03 2.33 2.62 2.91 

Bquipnent and Parts 4.36 5-23 6.10 6.97 7.85 8.73 

Agricultural Credit O.58 0.70 0.81 0.93 I.04 1.16 

Irrigation Water 20.00 üO.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 

66.56       72.38       78.20 

mm** m 
Unskilled Labour 

Domestic Materiale 

Foreign firohange 

11.64 

4.37 

8.I5 

13.97 

5.24 

9.78 

16.30 

6.12 

1I.4I 

18.63 

6.99 

13*04 

20.95 

7.86 

14*68 

23.28 

8.73 

16.30 

CASH TdANSFjÄS 

Rental & Interest Payaenta 

Irrigation Feea 

4.94# 

20.09 

5.93 

20.00 

6.9I 

20.00 

7.90 

20.00 

8.89 

20.00 

9.89 

20.00 



ei. 

MlMlSl'rfì Of AGBlÜULlIJhu uOiiìa tit ItJOl êilli lwPUT UA'iküOriX 

(all figures in million pesetas,) 

ÍbAtttíi 5 6 7 tí y 10 ll-f>4 

lgPUT§ 

equipment it Part3 30.0 b.O 6.0 6.U 6.Ü b.O b.O 

Working Capital 7.5 1.5 1.Î? IO I.5 l.í> - 

extension Workers 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3-0 3.0 0.0 

TOTAL 4O.5 IO.5 IO.5 IO.5 IO.5 10.', tu(> 

HfctíOUKUA Ubü 

Skilled. Labour :.o O.b 0.6 0.6 O.b O.b 0.r 

Domes tío wet eri ale 7.5 1.5 1.5 l.¡> 1.5 l.t> - 

Foreign axohange 30.0 6.0 b.O b.O 6.0 b.O 6,0 



PhUJaüT amJFl'üi a* ïflAtt Alto CJ'fPUT uA'lVaQÛRY 

(aÏ3. figures in million pesetas ) 

82. 

"íisAKÜI 5 6 7 b 9 10-54 

AÜKLUüLi'UHAL UU'i'Pü'l* 

1.73 2.0b ¿A¿ 2.77 3.11 Beans 3.46 

Corn 5-15 6.1b 7.21 8.24 9.27 10.30 

Li »name 3.20 i.Ö4 4.4b 5.12 5» 76 6.40 

Sorghum 2. ö6 3.43 4.00 4.58 5.15 5.72 

Alfalfa 7.26 b.71 10.16 11.62 13.07 14.52 

tíafflower 3.10 3.72 4.34 4.96 5.58 6.20 

Soybeans 13.57 16.ÜÖ 19.00 21« 71 24.43 27.14 

Tomatoes 16. OU 19.20 22.40 25. 60 28. bO 32.00 

Vegetables 3.70 4.44 5.1Ö 5.92 6.66 7.4O 

Wheat 3.83 4.60 5.36 6.13 6.89 7*66 

Other ürope 5.40 6.4Ö 7.56 b.64 9.72 10.80 

TOTAL 65.60 7b. 96 92.12 105.2b 118.44 131.60 

riOUtíl^G Atti) ¡jOUIhL 
Sü¡RW.CJJ¡S 2.Ö0 2.Ö0 *.bo 2.80 2.80 2.60 

AOÄiOlLTURAL IJMAJMä 

FOtünUOÜA -0.6b -0.6b -0.6b -0.68 -0.68 -0.68 

knaJOUHOüS 

Domestic Raminga 49.80 59.7b 69.72 79.68 89.64 99.60 

Foreign Exchange 16.00 19.20 22.40 25.6O 20.80 32.00 

hon-foarket 2.80 2.bü 2.b0 2.80 2.80 2.80 

Domantic Losees -0.6b -0.6Ö -0.6b -0,6b -0.68 -0.68 
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Tenia 20 

Vivras OF GüJfcdüaL PiuUlUT^Rä 

1«    Foreign exchange premium 

2.    Unskilled lsbour premium 

3»    Intension vrorker premium 

4«    M^r^incl rpte of return on investment in private 
sector 

5. Social rate of discount 

6. Marginal rete of re-investment of profits 

7. Social price of investment 

Ö. Marginal propensities to save 

a.) Farmers 

i>) Unskilled Lebourejrs 

o) Government 

d) Twcad Public 

9.    Knrsinal propensity to  (re-) spend in Mendelva o    -        0,2 

10.    Rates of discount on different objectives 

a; Ajgreijste Conception 

b) Redistribution to i-iendalvr 

oj liedistribution to  small farmers 

11.     .; eights on different  objectives 

H) ^¿;re¿:ate Consultation 

b) Redistribution to Menddva 

o) Redistribution to small farmers 

f- * 1.0 

A - - 1.0 

AE- 4- 1.0 

f- 0.15 

L    m 0.10 

J.Om 0.50 

P    - j.0 

r?F. 0.2 

6L. 
6«. 

0.0 

1.0 

C5T. o.b 

i«  - 0.10 
1fìM    m 0.10 

i^F- 0.10 

w*     • 1.00 

«KM    - 0.Ü«) 

&f& . 0.50 

84. 



85. 

PACSAOíT VAUJa Oí' FLU¥¡> Jji Í6A& 0 

(all figurée in million pesetas) 

Discount Ratei 5# 7 l/2# 10> 

U) AOHIOULTUHAL OUTPUT 1,0*9.0 1,152.0 782.0 

(l-D) Doi.«íBtic Currency 1,384.0 871.5 591.8 

(1-F) Foreiyi iixchange 445.0 280.5 190.2 

(2) HOUSING AND SOCIAL SKKVICIiS 42.1 27.2 19.0 

(3) CUNSTHUCTION INPUTS 416.2 389.7 365.2 

(y+) Unskilled Labour 154.9 144.5 I35.2 

(3-S) Skilled Labeur 70.7 66.4 62.3 

(3-D) Domestic Materiale .65.9 61.6 57*6 

(3-F) Foreign l5xohange 124.7 II7.2 110.1 

(4) OPhPATING INPUTS 60.1 38.8 27.I 

(4-L) Unskilled Labour 24.1 15.5 10.8 

(4-3) Skilled Lebour 13.8 8.9 6.2 

(4-D) Domastio Materials 15.0 9.7 6.8                             ! 

(4-F) Foreign Kxcfcange 7.2 4.7 3.3 

(5) FARMER AGRICULTURAL INPUTS 671.4 423.6 286.9 

(5-1^) Family (Unskilled) Labour 242.6 I53.O IO3.7 
/-  .H . TTJ         .  J        /TT 1—1 11.JÌ    T - V-,.« 80*9 51.0 34*6 

(5-D) Domastio Materials 121.4 76.6 51.8 

(5-F) Foreign axohange 226.5 143.0 96.8 

(6) MINISTRY AGRICULTURAL INPUTS 141.5 101.8 77.9 

(6-S) Extension Workers 18.1 14.3 11.9 

(6-D) Working Capital 10.9 9.5 8.2 

(6-P) Foreign Exchange 112.5 78.0 57.8 

(7) AGRICULTURAL INCOME PORtíOOHB 10.2 6.6 4.6 

18) COMPENSATION TO LANDOWNJSKS 4.5 4.3 4.1 

(9) IRRIGATION FJi&S 300.5 194.2 135.4 

(10) RfiNTAL AND INTEREST PAYM3HTS 137.5 86.7 58.8 



Table 22 

NhT B¡3IJ¿FITS OF TS« PANAGUA PKQJüiCT 

(all fi£ursc in million pesetas) 

86. 

ITDíM 

AGGrü'jQATi, CONSUMPTION 

MU (1) 

PRi£j*NT VüLüíi 

IM IíüJüí    O 

*   39.3 

F (2a) -   77. ö 

L (2b) - 284.3 

jià (2o) -   11.9 

bC (2) * 233.9 

SCF (4a) + 399.3 

SCL (4b) 4- 180.6 

sc° (4c) -   90.9 

SCT (4d) - 255.1 

c (5) - 196.4 

RaíDlSTKliflJTION Tü fcfflDALVA 

HM (7) • 855.I 

R^UlSTfilBUTIOü TU SMAli* FJúÜ'ÜSBS 

(8) RSF * 374.1 
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88. 

TABLE 24 

UNDER ALTERNATIVE AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM 
(all figures in million pesetas T^ 

Discount Rate: 5% i-\ii% 10Í 

(1)# AGRICULTURAL OUTPUT 3,509.9 2,210.7 1,500.7 

(1-D)* Domestic Currency 1,284.9 608.2 549.7 

(1-F)* Foreign Exchange 2,225.0 1,402.5 951.0 

(2) HOUSING AND SOCIAL SERVICES 42.1 27.2 19.0 

(3) CONSTRUCTION INPUTS U6.2 389.7 365.2 

(3-L) Unskilled Labor 154.9 144.5 135.2 

(3-S) Skilled Labor 70.7 66.4 62.3 

(3-D) Domestic Materials 65.9 61.6 57.6 

(3-F) Foreign Exchange 124.7 117.2 110.1 

(4) OPERATING INPUTS 60.1 38.8 27.1 

(4-L) Unskilled Labor 24.1 15.5 10.8 

(4-S) Skilled Labor 13.8 8.9 6.2 

(4-D) Domestic materials 15.0 9.7 6.8 

(4-F) Foreign Exchange 7.2 4.7 3.3 

(5)* FARMER AGRICULTURAL INPUTS 1,343.. 5 847.6 574.1 

(5-Í)* Family (Unskilled) Labor 485.5 306.I 207.5 

(5-LV *        Hired (Unskilled) Labor 161.9 102.0 69.2 

Domestic Materials 242.9 153.3 103.7 

(5-F)* Foreign Exchange 453.2 286.2 193.7 

(6)* MINISTRY AGRICULTURAL INPUTS 256.0 182.1 137.9 

(6-S)* Extension Workers 9.1 7.1 5.9 

(6-D)* Working Capital 21.8 19.0 16.4 

(6-F)* Foreign Exchange 225.1 I56.O 115.6 

(7) AGRICULTURAL INCOME FOREGONE 10.2 6.6 4.6 

(8) COMPENSATION TO LANDOWNERS 4.5 4.3 4.1 

(9) IRRIGATION FEES 300.5 194.2 135.4 

(10)* RENTAL AND INTEREST PAYMENTS 275.1 173.5 117.7 



NüíT MNaFITS OF THB PANAQUA PROJECT UBPi 

AGRICULTURAL PROGRAM 

(all figurts in million pesetas J 

89. 

ITJdl 

AQQR&OATlii QOflSUMTIOM 

NO 

P 

L 

iti 

SC 

sc*1 

so1 

sc0 

SCT 

RjiPISTRISÜTIOM TO MaNUALVA 

R» 

&3)I3VRIHJTi0fl TO SMALL FAttMttHS 

RSF 

OViiAALL Udì UNFITS 

V 

PRûSUIT VALUtt IH YKAR    O 

ORIGINAL 
PROGRAM 

• Ö55.1 

* 374.1 

4- 204.4 

Ntitf 
PROORAK 

•1,406.3 

-      2.0 

4-2,609.6 

NHT 
CHANGA 

* 39.3 • 410.8 + 371.5 

- 77. Ö • 528.3 • 606.1 

- 284.3 - 422.7 - 138.4 

-   11.9 -     5.9 •     6.0 

• 233.9 •1,355.9 •1,122.0 

• 399.3 * Ö87.7 • 4ÖÖ.4 

• 180.6 * 215.2 •    34.6 

-   90.9 * 508.I • 599.0 

- 255.I - '¿55.I •      0.0 

- 196.4 •2,319.0 •2,51^.4 

• 631.2 

- 376.1 

•2,4fc*5.2 
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